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by Morley Lymburner

“Loyalty is a fine quality, but in excess it
fills political graveyards,” a British politician
once observed. If this be truth, than RCMP
Commissioner Giuliano Zaccardelli is most
certainly a victim.

How can he be called a victim, given all the
media hype surrounding questionable activities
and contradictory statements? The clues can be
found in his own parting statement. I would draw
your attention to two examples in particular.
•  “However, far beyond any difficulty I might

face individually as a result, it is the confi-
dence of Canadians in the RCMP that must
be protected at all costs.”

•  “... and above all to honour the brave and
dedicated women and men of the Royal Ca-
nadian Mounted Police and the history and
reputation of this amazing organization.”

The face of these remarks are, within con-
text, very clear, but I struggle with the over
abundance of image and loyalty. In the realm
of culpability in the events that led to his res-
ignation, has he become a victim of an over
emphasis on the history and image of his po-
lice service?

The RCMP image must be protected at all
costs, Zaccardelli states, but does that include
sacrificing justice, truth, honour and people?
Surely not, but it would appear Maher Arar was
sacrificed in a vain attempt to recover image,
“at all costs.”

We must never forget ‘trust.’ The Canadian
public puts considerable trust in not only the
RCMP but all police agencies. Police, in turn,
must maintain a level of trust within their com-
munities to do their job properly.

Maintaining trust is not mentioned in
Zaccardelli’s parting speech and its absence
is telling. To ensure the public has “confi-
dence” is slightly different, since it assumes
a consistently high level of trust based on past
experience. Trust is a two way communica-
tion which, if violated, must be dealt with by

both sides. When trust is lost, both offender
and victim must work to regain it and the
stakes are then higher, because without trust
you can never have confidence. If either side
does not actively work toward regaining trust,
then it fails.

I must trust you to understand what I say
next. Zaccardelli appears, in my estimation, to
be a victim of his RCMP training and experi-
ence. No other Canadian police agency strives
harder to maintain image than the RCMP. It
indoctrinates its members to their very core
with the force’s history and image, from their
first day of training until their last day as a
Mountie. This process places the agency and
its reputation at such a high level that the indi-
vidual no longer matters.

All other Canadian police services train
their officers in a group setting, with members
of other services sharing the classroom at an
equal level. Although some inter-agency rivalry
and pride exists, it does not come close to that

expected from RCMP officers after they leave
Depot.

So when the dust hits the fan and the
RCMP’s image is at risk of being tarnished,
there is no doubt what must happen next – an
individual must be sacrificed – but what hap-
pens next? The resignation is complete but trust
hasn’t been restored. All that has occurred is a
vain attempt at regaining confidence in the
image of the RCMP.

To regain trust, there must be honest and
open dialogue about how it was lost. Only then
can trust begin to be regained and, with time,
confidence restored. Many questions must be
answered before this process can start, not the
least of which is whom should be involved in
the dialogue.

There have been many ideas floated as to
what changes must occur, but it’s clear the
force’s indoctrination process must be closely
examined. Training which suggests the RCMP
is omnipotent is dangerous. Suggesting to re-
cruits that simply employing the force’s name
is enough to make all criminals shake in their
boots is folly. There are many ‘bad guys’ out
there who are more motivated than even the
best cop. Knowing you may be number two in
a confrontation might encourage a person to
try harder to become number one.

Depot should consider making its facili-
ties and resources available to the entire Cana-
dian law enforcement community. Although it
now accepts non-RCMP members for training
on occasion, this should be done routinely.
Recruit and trainer positions should be open to
all Canadian police agencies and instructing
should place less emphasis on the RCMP’s im-
age and history.

When all is said and done, it is more im-
portant to be loyal to the profession than any
particular agency. Putting aside petty jeal-
ousies and inter-force rivalries simply makes
everyone stronger, but it must start with en-
lightened leadership at the top – leadership
we can trust.

Trust and confidence are not the same thing
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Picking this past year’s Best Dressed Po-
lice Car proved to be a daunting task indeed
for the 11 judges from Police Canada.ca and
Blue Line Magazine. The Co-ordinator, Erik
Young, advised that they received over 100
candidates and the selection process was set
up in an almost assembly line fashion.

Top marks this year went to the Windsor
Police Service. Being a border community, just
across the river from Detroit, the need to
quickly identify their vehicles as both police
and Canadian are two important factors that
are evident by the markings on every police
vehicle. The judges felt the newest colouring
scheme was both attractive and functional. The
swirl of blue sweeping from the front wheel
area and merging with a Canadian maple leaf
and highlighted with a thin red line identifies
the Windsor Police Service admirably with the
community they serve. The final touch is found
in the back quarter panel where a swirl of blue
and red stripes sweep behind the Windsor Po-
lice badge shown in its natural silver shades.

In the category of First Nations Police rec-
ognition goes to the  Kativik Regional Police in
northern Quebec. The winning design not only

incorporates the standard police identifica-
tion markings but also includes all
descriptors in the written script of the Innu
people whom the police agency serves. The
single red stripe along the length of the police
vehicle can be quickly identified in all seasons
and weather conditions. The stripe coming to a
point both front and rear shows well in snowy
or dark conditions for such things as road clo-
sures. Emergency call numbers are listed within
the red striping and the community shield once
again identifies itself with the region and peo-
ple the officers serve.

The best dressed vehicle in the Law En-
forcement category was selected as the Foot
Hills Patrol from Municipal District 31 in Al-
berta. The police vehicle is coloured navy blue
with clear identification markings on both sides
indicating the officers function and area of re-
sponsibility. The light grey letters and sweep-
ing stripes contrast well and the use of red strip-
ing as a highlight accentuates the lettering un-
der a variety of light and weather conditions.

Under the category of Community
Outreach the police vehicle from Therese-De-
Blainville was selected for both its originality
in striping and vehicle selection. In this down-
sized Smart Car the fleet colours of the police
service are utilized well in the transition from
front-line patrol vehicle. The use of the vehi-
cle as an eye-catching object for the youth of

the community is ideal and could also send a
message that if low emission, highly efficient
smaller vehicles are cool for the police then
others can think in similar fashion.

This year’s contest was a who’s who of
policing, with vehicles from every province and
territory. The runners up included Miramichi,
New Brunswick and Thetford Mines, Quebec
who tied for second place. Third place went to
the Greater Vancouver transportation author-
ity, and the Rural Municipality of Cornwallis
in Manitoba came in fourth. Honourable men-
tions, for making the judging real tough, go to
Halifax, Nova Scotia, CN police, Saskatch-
ewan Highway Patrol, Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, and Lacombe, Alberta.

Special thanks are in order to the Judges
Erik Young, Julie Leblanc, Martin Caron, John
Carrol, Dominique Tanguay, Stephane Breton,
Pierre and Celine Brabant, Stephane Boulanger
and Gerard Donnelly from Police Canada.ca
and Dave Brown from Blue Line Magazine.

by Morley Lymburner

Submissions for next year’s competition may be emailed
to Erik at ocrtpt@ yahoo.com or to Dave Brown at
Brown@BlueLine.ca. Closing deadline is November
1st, 2007.
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by Dave Brown

DaimlerChrysler, Ford and GM combined
probably sell fewer police cars in a year than
Toyota accidentally drops off the end of a dock,
so it may seem strange that they battle so
fiercely for the law enforcement market share.

The reason is simple – the prestige factor,
which can be more important than actual sales
revenues, especially considering that margins
are already razor-thin on fleet deals. A per-
ceived reputation for toughness and durability
can reflect positively on other product lines.

Police agencies also know that modern,
well-maintained police vehicles are an impor-
tant part of their image. All this competition
for the agency dollar encourages advancements
in design, keeps prices down and guarantees a
ready market for high-mileage used police cars.

Ultimately, the people who benefit the most
from these closely-fought battles are patrol of-
ficers, who spend much of their time in these
mobile offices and depend on them to be their
workspace, jailhouse and sometimes, to pro-
tect them.

For 2007, that officer is going to have the
widest range of choice in police vehicles ever
assembled. All three North American manu-
facturers are trying hard to make the best-pro-
tected, most comfortable and fuel efficient
mobile workspaces possible.

Every fall the Michigan State Police
(MSP), in conjunction with the US National
Institute of Justice (NIJ), test the handling and
performance of every new police vehicle on
the market for the coming year in back-to-back
acceleration, braking and lap time tests. They
publish the results on their web site
(www.michigan.gov/msp) and Blue Line
Magazine is once again reporting the prelimi-
nary figures. Final figures and a summary of
the results may be ready by the time you read
this article.
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The NIJ and MSP evaluate police vehicles
in two categories: police-package – vehicles
designed for the full spectrum of general po-
lice activities, including high-speed pursuit;
and special-service – vehicles designed for spe-
cialized duties such as canine units or adverse
weather conditions and not intended or recom-
mended for pursuits.

Nine vehicles were submitted in the po-
lice-package category for 2007:
• Chevrolet Impala 9C1
• Chevrolet Tahoe PPV
• Chevrolet Tahoe PPV E85 (designed to run

on gasoline or up to an 85% ethanol/gaso-
line mix)

• Dodge Charger with 3.5 litre V6
• Dodge Charger with 5.7 litre V8
• Dodge Magnum with 3.5 litre V6
• Dodge Magnum with 5.7 litre V8
• Ford Police Interceptor with a 3.27:1 final

axle ratio
• Ford Police Interceptor with a 3.55:1 axle ratio

Chevrolet

The Oshawa-assembled Chevrolet 9C1
Impala still uses a transverse-mounted V6 to

drive the front wheels. The 3.9 litre engine now
comes with a new Active Fuel Management
system and, while some may still pine for a V8,
its 240 horsepower gives nothing away to the
competition’s rear-drive models with V6 and V8
engines. In fact, the Impala has a higher top end
than any other vehicle except the 5.7 litre Hemi
Dodge Charger, and its 0-to-60 and 0-to-100
mph acceleration numbers are within half a sec-
ond of every vehicle except the big Dodge V8.

The Impala is equipped with heavy-duty oil,
power steering and transmission coolers, all of
which help it reach its top end speed of 139 mph.
Its heavy-duty front and rear stabilizer bars and
fully independent front and rear suspension, with
increased ride height springs, help it stay firmly
planted on the road at that speed.

The Impala interior has always had some
of the best seats in the business and the seat
foam is even firmer for 2007. The rear com-
partment is larger and the rear door opens wider
than the Ford, which may not seem significant
to officers riding in the front – until they have
to stuff a reluctant client into the back.

The 2007 Impala also features remote en-
try with programmable lockout protection (to
save embarrassing calls to the duty officer),
remote start and optional fleet-wide key and
door remotes.

The 2005 Chevrolet Tahoe was the first
sport utility to be tested in the police-pack-
age category since 1998, and this full-size
vehicle has proven to be a popular and dura-
ble choice for patrol and pursuit. One of the
reasons it’s well-liked by both officers and

miscreants is the Tahoe’s cavernous interior,
which offers the largest shoulder and head-
room of any vehicle, front and rear. All this
space does not seem to slow it down; the
Tahoe can still out-accelerate everything ex-
cept the Dodge Hemi to 60 mph.

A new Active Fuel Management system in
the rear-drive Tahoe bumps the V8’s horse-
power to 320 for 2007. New 17 inch wheels
allow for larger ABS brakes and brake discs
front and rear. The special-service category
four-wheel-drive version now includes GM’s
Autotrac automatic 4WD system, which can
also be locked in 2WD or part-time 4WD high
or low. The Stabiltrak proactive stability con-
trol system protects against rollover.

DaimlerChrysler

This is the second year Dodge has fielded
four police-package vehicles: the rear-drive
Dodge Charger and Dodge Magnum with either
the 3.5 litre V6 or 5.7 litre Hemi V8 engines.

While the smaller V6s can hold their own
with the rest of the test fleet, the story of 2007
has to be the 5.7 litre hemispherical combus-
tion chamber design of the big V8s and their

Chev Tahoe

Dodge Magnum
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outrageous performance. In fact, when relat-
ing performance numbers, I get tired of typing
best at this or best at that, “except the Dodge
5.7 litre Hemis.” They plain out-accelerate and
out-perform everything else on the test and,
surprisingly, can almost match the mileage fig-
ures of the frugal Impala.

For 2007, the big V8 comes with Dodge’s
Multiple Displacement System, which can cut
back to six and even four cylinders on low-
demand situations and then seamlessly return
to all eight when you apply a little pressure to
the correct pedal.

The riggers and bean counters can be told
that the Charger and Magnum now include new
integrated headlamp and tail lamp wig wag
flashers, but don’t tell them why you REALLY
want one – this must be THE coolest looking
police vehicle produced in many, many years.
(Picture the look on the face of that beammer
driver cruising down the 401 at 50 klicks over
when he sees an aggressive grill in his mirror
for the very first time. Almost gives one a warm
fuzzy feeling inside!)

Ford
Blame Hollywood. Police car comes to a

screeching halt, the doors fly open, officers take
cover behind the doors and then call for backup
– which subsequently arrives in some hot car,
sporting a non-issue gun, great haircut and
succinct name.

This only works in the movies, of course.
The reality is that real door panels provide lit-
tle protection against bullets. To address the
problem – if not stupid Hollywood stereotypes
– Ford now offers optional NIJ Level IIIA bal-
listic door panels, buried in either the driver’s
door or both the driver and passenger doors. It
also offers an optional onboard fire suppres-
sion system, with both automatic and manual
operation. The Ford Police Interceptor has a
five-star crash test rating and has been tested
in a 75 mph rear-end crash.

Power-operated pedals and a convenient
trunk pack for equipment are just two of the
many new features that show Ford is not go-
ing to just sit around and watch the competi-
tion take away its traditional market.

The tests
Michigan State Police and the NIJ’s Na-

tional Law Enforcement and Corrections Tech-
nology Center (NLECTC) test all the vehicles
together over a three-day period at the
DaimlerChrysler Proving Grounds and Grattan
Raceway. Each vehicle is tested without
rooftop lights, spotlights, sirens or radio an-

tennas in place. Tires are original equipment
rubber provided by the manufacturer.

Acceleration, braking and top speed tests
are performed at the proving ground and vehi-
cle dynamics tests are done using the two-mile
Grattan road course. All dimensions and meas-
urements given are US numbers.

Chart 3 (2006 Figures)

Chart 4 (2006 Figures)

The results
Vehicle dynamics testing

The objective is to determine the high-speed
pursuit handling characteristics. Except for the
absence of traffic, the two-mile road course
simulates actual pursuit conditions, allowing the
blend of suspension components, acceleration

Chart 2

Chart 1

Chart 5
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and braking ability to be evaluated.
Four different drivers test each vehicle over

an eight-lap road course, with the five fastest
laps counting toward each driver’s average lap
time. Final score is the combined average of
all four drivers for each vehicle.

Acceleration and top speed
The objective is to determine the ability of

each vehicle to accelerate from a standing start
to 60, 80 and 100 mph and to record the top
speed achieved within a distance of 14 miles
from a standing start.

Each vehicle is driven through four accel-
eration sequences, two in each direction to al-
low for wind. The four tests are averaged to
calculate the acceleration score. Following the
fourth acceleration sequence, each vehicle con-
tinues to accelerate for the top speed test.

See Chart 1

Braking
In this test the objective is to determine the

deceleration rate attained by each vehicle on
twelve 60-0 mph full stops to the point of im-
pending skid, with ABS in operation. Each
vehicle is scored on the average deceleration
rate it attains.

Each test vehicle makes two heat-up
decelerations at predetermined points on the
test road from 90 to 0 mph at 22 ft/sec2, using
a decelerometer to maintain rate. The vehicle
then turns around and makes six measured 60-
0 mph stops, with threshold braking applied to
the point of impending wheel lock, using ABS

if so equipped.
The sequence is repeated following a four-

minute heat-soak. Initial velocity of each de-
celeration and the exact distance required is
used to calculate the deceleration rate. The re-
sulting score is the average of all 12 stops. Stop-
ping distance from 60 mph is calculated by in-
terpolation of results.

See Chart 2

Ergonomics
The objective is to rate a vehicle’s ability

to provide a suitable environment for patrol
officers to perform their job, accommodate re-
quired communication and emergency warn-
ing equipment and to assess the relative diffi-
culty in installing this equipment.

A minimum of four officers independently
evaluate each vehicle on comfort and instrumen-
tation. MSP Communications Division person-
nel then evaluate each vehicle on the ease of
equipment installation. A total of 28 factors are
evaluated on a scale of one to ten and averaged
among all the testers. The final score is the total
cumulative score from the average of each of
the 28 factors, such as seat design, padding, ease
of entry, head room, instrument placement,
HVAC control placement, visibility, dashboard
accessibility and trunk accessibility.

See Chart 3

Fuel economy
While not an indicator of actual mileage that

may be experienced, the EPA figures serve as a
good comparison of potential from vehicle to

vehicle. Scores are based on data published by
the vehicle manufacturers and certified by the
US Environmental Protection Agency.

See Chart 4

Special-service vehicles
Vehicles submitted for this category included:
• Chevrolet Tahoe 4WD

• Ford Explorer 2WD

• Ford Expedition 2WD

• Ford Expedition EL 2WD

• Ford F-250 pickup

• Ford Escape Hybrid

While the NIJ reports the results of accel-
eration tests with the special-service category
vehicles, they are not intended for pursuits and
many don’t accelerate so much as build up
steam, especially in comparison to the Dodge
5.7 litre V8s (there I go again).

See Chart 5

Test vehicle specifications
(Preliminary reports – All specifications are

subject to change)
See Chart - page 8

You may find out more about the Michigan State Police
Vehicle Evaluations by going to www.michigan.gov/msp
or to the National Law Enforcement and Corrections
Technology Center at www.justnet.org .
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by Jerome Wakeland tion of Granville, which now is home to 18 estab-
lishments with more than 5,000 seats.

The City of Vancouver constantly reviews and
modifies closing times but one thing remains the
same; at the appointed hour, crowds of drunk peo-
ple pour out the door and are met by waiting mem-
bers of the Vancouver Police Department. Officers
learn the basic principles of presence and commu-
nication at the academy but put it into practice on
the strip.

VPD Sgt. Rick Taylor and A/Sgt. Lee Patterson
watch as two officers stop a high-end luxury car.
The registration has expired and the car is getting
towed, despite the driver’s best efforts to talk his

It only takes one guy to start a riot.
It’s 11 pm Saturday evening and the bar line ups on

Vancouver’s Granville Street are still growing. The music,
filtering through the simmering crowd, is occasionally
drowned out by laughter – later yells and angry shouts will
overpower the pounding beat.

There’s fights every night in the city’s entertainment
district, but especially on the weekends; that’s when peo-
ple from the suburbs come in to drink in the big city, lining
both sides of the sidewalks from Robson St. all the way
down to the Granville Bridge. The city decided to move
bars from downtown residential areas to this six block sec-

12 JANUARY  2007Blue Line MagazineBlue Line Magazine
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 way out of the situation. Passersby point and
shake their heads– some at the drivers, oth-
ers at the police, who they accuse of acting
out of jealousy.

Taylor points out the lines in the five bars
in the 900 block. Some are neat and orderly
but one has spread out to cover most of the
sidewalk. People step out on the street to get
by, risking being hit by a passing car. “The
beat cops will go over and talk to the door-
men there and tell them to get their line in
order,” he notes. “It’s bad for pedestrians and
also some guy cutting in line there is hard to
spot until he gets a fight started.”

Patterson has been working this district
for four years after a career with the West Mid-
lands Police, Britain’s second largest force.
He has watched beat cops become more com-
fortable and interactive. Being outnumbered
all the time can be intimidating for new offic-
ers – handling hordes of drunken partiers who
don’t want to go home can be difficult even
for veterans – but they have plenty of oppor-
tunity to learn.

Most people come to the area just to drink
and have a good time but there’s always ten-
sion. Add alcohol and bravado, cars and long
line ups and the tension increases. The trick is
to keep things under control. For example, the
last thing police need is for a bar crawl bus to
unload its hootering and hollering occupants
into a crowd. Instead Patterson boards and di-
rects the driver to a side street and later directs
bar crawlers to the pick up spot.

Sgt. Clive Milligan is working to include
this and other tactics and strategies in a crowd
control training resource on VPD’s Intranet,
which may be offered to other departments on
request. Milligan is the department’s force op-
tions training co-ordinator and has been in-
volved with the crowd control unit since 1982.
One of the worst things police can do is sim-
ply stand there and do nothing as people walk
by, he notes.

“If officers can occasionally nod their
heads as they are talking to people in the crowd,
it looks to the majority to be a positive police-
citizen encounter and no attention is given by
the passersby. The police can effectively be
telling him/her anything they want, even ‘Sir,
you’re going to be under arrest soon if you
don’t move.’ The onlookers 20 meters away
‘see’ a positive interaction and are less inclined
to stick around to see what will happen.”

Patterson feels it’s best to join the crowd.
If they are funny, he’ll be funny too, making a
couple of jokes and giving simple instructions
to either move along or keep the noise down –
or maybe just to have some good clean fun –
and then he’ll move on. Patterson always gives
people reasons to comply with his requests,
such as ‘keep the noise down so the residents
don’t complain’ or ‘keep moving so that traf-
fic can keep flowing and pedestrians don’t have
to walk out onto the street.’

“The worst thing we have here is last call,”
Taylor says, looking up and down Granville.
“People load up their last order, drink fast and
come out onto the street. This is the longest
part of the night.”

Huge crowds flood the sidewalks. With-
out instructions they don’t move and trouble
that was already simmering in the bar can ex-
plode at any moment. High visibility and clear
instructions are the best way to convince peo-
ple to disperse. The first thing patrons see when
they leave the bar are officers standing across
the street and perhaps a cruiser or wagon
parked on the sidewalk a little further up the
block. These things are visible consequences
and will help to calm the crowd.

People will often follow the loudest voice
– the active agitator who wants to lead the street
scene. “They’re basically using the crowd as
their source of empowerment and will often
become very boisterous, hoping to encourage
others to act in a similar fashion,” Milligan
says. “You can see them leading the pack, try-
ing to create that leadership just by virtue of
their body language and what they’re saying.

“If possible and tactically safe, the officer
should make an attempt to speak with the party.
Not ‘Hey come here’ (though), because say-
ing that to someone who is drunk and maybe
doesn’t like authority means ‘Go away,’ so in-
stead try ‘Hey, how you doing tonight?’ He’ll
probably say, ‘I’m doing great man. How are
you doing?’

“Say, ‘Oh, we’re just trying to make sure
everyone has a good night here and a safe night,
but also respect the neighbours that are trying
to sleep, like you and I would if we weren’t
out partying. So what we need you to do right
now sir is keep the noise down while you guys
are waiting for cabs. We wouldn’t want to write
you a bylaw now unless we have to.’”

Chances are that a conversation isn’t go-
ing to go this well on the street, since people
who have been drinking don’t usually act in
their own best interest. There will be bravado
and tension and someone is likely to have
something to prove. Parts of the job still have
to be done and there are lines within the grey
of any interaction. Unless there is a legitimate
threat or riotous behaviour causing a distur-
bance, there is limited enforcement action. The
important thing is for an officer to remind peo-
ple that they are leaving and the consequences
of not doing so.

Another strategy Milligan employs is
deputizing other members of the crowd. Usu-
ally the agitator will have friends that aren’t as
drunk as he is.

“‘Gentleman, we want to make sure you
look after your friend for us,’” he will say.
“‘If not, it looks like he is going to end up in

Jerome Wakeland is a detective with the Organized Crime
Agency of BC (OCABC) and can be reached at
j_wakeland@yahoo.ca Sgt. Clive Milligan can be
contacted at clive.milligan@vpd.ca or 604 717-3129. The
opinions expressed by VPD members are not necessarily
those of the Vancouver Police Department or Board.

jail for the night. There’s a cab right there,
we’ll hold it for you if you like. You and
you, just make sure he doesn’t fall over.
Watch his step.’

“Even if there’s nothing for him to trip
over, saying ‘Watch his step there!’ infers
that their friend may suffer an injury if he
falls. This distraction technique helps them
to subconsciously kick into the caring, ba-
sic human response that they want to look
after their pal, so they’ll get a hold of him
and put him in the cab.”

That will get rid of five people, who load
themselves into a cab and disappear down

the street, but trying to isolate that one person
might cause the others to take offence and in-
volve the officer in an argument. Arguments
are unavoidable and occur every night after last
call. There will always be someone among the
nearly 5,000 drunk people, who left his last bit
of good judgment in a bottle.

West Midlands police used flying squads
in vans for situations like this, Patterson says.
The van pulls up, officers grab the agitator from
the crowd and the van drives off. Thirty sec-
onds later, the crowd doesn’t have anything to
look at or react to and the tension level de-
creases. The agitator is released a short distance
away or processed for arrest. With no one to
perform for, he’s much easier to handle.

Patterson has adapted this practice on
Granville St., instructing members to get in and
get out, leaving the processing and paperwork
to be done later, out of the crowds’ view.

UK Police departments have another in-
novation that might prove useful to the VPD.
There is currently a proposal to use video tech-
nology to assist the patrol members working
the Entertainment District.

The department began researching Closed
Circuit Television (CCTV) systems last May
and is currently reviewing its successes and
limitations as implemented by other police de-
partments. The city would have to approve
any systems, over the objections of several
local groups, including the Canadian Civil
Liberties Association.

For the most part, people come to Granville
St. for a good time, the officers agree. The ad-
ditional bars have increased the number of in-
cidents and officers required to deal with es-
sentially normal people who get into trouble
when they drink too much.

The officers also agree that early action
usually decreases the need for more force later
in the evening. “If they become belligerent and
want to verbally assault the officers, let them,”
says Milligan. “Give them the last word; the
officers get the last act.

“(If) they get in the cab and drive off, we’ve
accomplished what we needed; that is A,
they’re gone and B, there’s been no violence.
No physical force used by the officers is safer
for all.”
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When the Dodge Magnum and Dodge
Charger muscled their way onto the streets of
Canada, it didn’t take long for the law enforce-
ment community to take notice and imagine
how good they would look with good guy
paint and a light bar. In fact, by the time the
first requests started rolling in, Dodge engi-
neers were already well on the way to creat-
ing specially engineered police versions of
both models with industry-leading innova-
tions, exclusive safety features and heavy-
duty equipment that would make them the
ultimate police vehicles.

Designed to serve and protect you
Law enforcement can be dangerous

enough, so when road conditions or pursuit re-
quirements increase the risk level it’s comfort-
ing to know that both Charger and Magnum
have advanced safety features you won’t find
anywhere else. At the heart of it all is a police-
specific Electronic Stability Program (ESPTM)
that works together with Brake Assist Program
(BAS), All Speed Traction Control and heavy-
duty four-wheel Anti-lock Brakes (ABS) to pro-
vide a whole new level of rear-wheel-drive sta-
bility and control. These vehicles are the only
police vehicles equipped with a standard equip-
ment ESP system that provides two modes of
operation to suit changing driving situations.
Here’s how it works: ESP technology con-
stantly compares the driver’s intended course
of travel with the vehicle’s actual path. When
differences in the two are detected, the system
reacts by applying brakes and/or adjusting en-
gine power to help keep the vehicle on its in-
tended course. Does it make a difference? A
study conducted by the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the U.S.
showed that ESP reduces single-vehicle crash
risk for cars by 35 per cent.

Now for the customizing part: In the ESP
On mode, full stability enhancement is in ef-

fect. The Partial Off setting modifies thresh-
olds to provide a more sport-like feel. In all
modes, ABS and Brake Assist remain fully
functional.

They might run, but not for long
Another powerful reason behind the popu-

larity of the Charger and Magnum police units
is what’s under the hood: a 5.7-litre HEMI™

V8 that produces 340 horsepower at 5000 rpm
and 390 lb-ft of torque at 4000 rpm. Not sur-
prisingly, in Michigan State Police performance
tests, Charger and Magnum finished first and
second in acceleration times, vehicle dynam-
ics and braking distances.

Unlike its legendary predecessor, today’s
HEMI features fuel saving cylinder deactiva-
tion technology (MDS) that lets it seamlessly
switch to four-cylinder mode when cruising.
The result: massive interceptor muscle when
you need it and enhanced fuel economy when
you don’t. A powerful 3.5-litre high output V6
is also available, providing an outstanding
blend of performance and efficiency with 250
hp and 250 lb-ft of torque.

The standard transmission on both is a fully
electronic five-speed automatic that adjusts to
match road conditions and driving style.
Charger and Magnum are also the only police
vehicles offering a five-speed automatic with
Auto/Stick™ that puts the choice of automatic
or manual shifting at your fingertips.

Built to take it
As you’d expect, Dodge engineers made

sure these units would be up to the challenge
of gruelling shift work with a long list of equip-
ment that includes: performance tuned suspen-
sion and steering, 800 CCA battery with 20-
amp fused battery and ignition feeds, external
oil coolers for engine oil, transmission fluid
and power steering, engine hour meter, auto-
matic oil change alert, 18 inch tires and wheels

to accommodate the largest police braking sys-
tem available on a patrol car.

Another consideration during design was
the cost of up-fit. Charger and Magnum come
complete with a unique police equipment in-
terface module to make connections to the elec-
trical architecture as simple as “plug and play.”
Built in wig-wag, additional wiring in the front,
a multi-fit control mounting plate positioned
between the two robust front bucket seats, a
firewall pass-through grommet for additional
wire feed and battery in the trunk for quick ac-
cess to power in the rear of the vehicle. All
designed to make up-fit less costly.

An open and shut case
“What we’re hearing from officers today

is that they’re ready for a change from the body
style that’s been in service for so long,” says
Tom Money, Manager of Commercial Truck
and Law Enforcement vehicles for
DaimlerChrysler Canada. “When you consider
the room, comfort, performance and safety ad-
vantages of these units, and combine those
strengths with the inherent intimidation factor
– particularly with a HEMI under the hood –
it’s easy to see why Charger and Magnum are
rapidly winning favour among forces through-
out North America.”

To learn more about the Dodge
Charger and Dodge Magnum Police
units, contact the DaimlerChrysler
Canada Fleet Info Line at 1-800-463-
3600 or visit the fleet website at
www.fleet.daimlerchrysler.ca.
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by Trevor Stoddart

Police officers understand and, for the most part, ex-
pect the numerous threats they face on a daily basis. You
take all the necessary precautions to protect yourself and
relax after reaching the station at the end of a shift, know-
ing you’ve made it through unharmed and the most dan-
gerous part of your job is over – or is it?

Workplace contamination is a very serious and over-
looked issue. As an infection control consultant, I am
deeply troubled by the overwhelming lack of concern
for employee health and safety I have witnessed, espe-
cially in high risk environments where exposure to in-
fectious pathogens are routine. Even when contracts

and occupational health and safety regulations clearly
state employers must provide a safe work environment,
I still see gaping holes in the efforts of management
and regional municipalities to control the spread of in-
fectious diseases.

This inactivity is equivalent to staring down the bar-
rel of a loaded gun. To understand the seriousness of
this threat, it’s necessary to examine which pathogens
we are most likely to come into contact with, how they
infect our bodies and what workplace measures can be
immediately taken to significantly reduce exposure.
First, the pathogens.
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Human influenza virus
There are two main categories of patho-

gens to concern ourselves with: viruses and
bacteria. Viruses are extremely small, simply
constructed cells who must use our body’s own
cells to replicate and infect. Although not hearty
outside us, once inside they are extremely dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to control. Antibiotics
are not created for viruses, only for bacterial
and fungal infections. Viruses of note are In-
fluenza, Hepatitis, West Nile, SARS, Herpes
and HIV.

E-coli bacteria
Bacteria, on the other hand, are much more

complex by nature. Unlike viruses, they con-
tain all the necessary ingredients necessary to
self replicate; so much so that, in the right con-
ditions, a few bacterial cells can replicate to
several million over a few hours. They can also
survive quite well in a workplace environment,
again unlike viruses, easily and quickly infect-
ing an entire staff. Bacteria can cause mild in-
fections like skin rashes but also serious ill-
ness and even death. Some bacteria of note are
Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Botulism, E-
coli 0157, Anthrax, Tuberculosis, Salmonella,
Legionnaire’s and Diphtheria.

Viruses are not adept at surviving outside
the body, but these pathogens should not be
considered less threatening. For example, Rhi-
novirus, the common cold virus, can survive
at room temperature for more than 24 hours.
RSV, a potentially fatal respiratory virus, can
survive six to seven hours at room tempera-
ture. Hepatitis B can survive for more than a
week at room temperature in the presence of
dried blood and Hepatitis A can survive for a
startling 30 days at room temperature in the
presence of dried feces! Think about that the
next time you enter your patrol car.

By now, the threat of viral and bacterial
infection should be evident. Without question,
we are dealing with organisms that can fatally
harm us, our co-workers and families. So what
can be done to limit your chances of infection?
In order for these ‘micro-terrors’ to carry out
their inherited designs, they must get into our
bodies and luckily, there are only a few ways
they can accomplish this.

The majority of infectious particles enter
through our nose, eyes, mouth and broken skin
(Anthrax can also enter through healthy skin),
but our hands are the main culprit for transmis-
sion. I am sure you’ve heard it a million times,
but the truth is that if you control the pathogens
on your hands, you will significantly reduce your
exposure to infections; its that simple.

Hand washing is cheap, effective and, es-
pecially if you use waterless alcohol based so-
lutions, the easiest thing you can do to protect
yourself. Be warned though, not all waterless
products are created equal. Make sure the prod-

uct you use contains at least 75 per cent alco-
hol, as recommended by the Centers for Dis-
ease Control for emergency first responders, and
some form of emollients to protect your skin
from drying and cracking. Damaged skin is an
easy route of access for infectious material.

Tuberculosis
Pathogens that use airborne routes to in-

fect their hosts are very difficult to contain.
Tuberculosis, SARS and Legionnaire’s disease
all use this method of transmission with great
success and once these viral/bacterial contami-
nants are in your workplace, they are extremely
active. The only real means of personal pro-
tection is donning the appropriate mask, an N95
to be precise. It will effectively filter a broad
spectrum of pathogenic particles and emer-
gency first responders should never wear any-
thing less – but even the best masks won’t pro-
tect you if you don’t wear them and this is
where a problem arises.

N95 mask
Co-workers you come into contact with in

the workplace may present no visible symp-
toms of infection but still easily transmit in-
fectious particles; It would be improbable, even

impractical, to think you would wear your mask
under these casual circumstances, even if they
have obvious symptoms of infection.

It is this non-compliance that helps spread
diseases and threaten your health. This is where
management and/or health and safety must be
diligent in constantly monitoring and record-
ing all employee infections. Through this, an
accurate measure of current and potential con-
tamination can be evaluated, proper safety in-
struction delivered and enforced and outbreaks
contained. Properly investigating and report-
ing illnesses is a necessary element in creating
a safe and healthy workplace.

Masks, hand washing and disease moni-
toring are all useful tools to help reduce the
incidences of infection in the workplace, but
they alone are not enough. We have yet to ad-
dress the real culprit behind the growth and
proliferation of workplace pathogens – hard
surfaces like chairs, desks, door handles, steer-
ing wheels, dashboards and tables are common
reservoirs for viral/bacterial contaminants.

Bacterias thrive on hard surfaces, espe-
cially at room temperature. Viruses are also able
to exist there for long periods of time, just wait-
ing to come into contact with a person and
travel to their mouth, eyes, or nose, where they
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flourish and cause disease. Because of a lack
of infection control knowledge, or laziness,
hard surfaces are routinely overlooked by main-
tenance staff and poorly cleaned even when
visible contamination is observed.

These surfaces are very rarely properly de-
contaminated, even though they are constantly
used. For example, think of a computer keyboard
being used by a number of officers to submit re-
ports each shift, then multiply that number by the
amount of shifts in a week, month and year. It
quickly becomes ap-
parent that the num-
bers are astounding.
What’s even more
disturbing is that the
number of staff who
could be infected by
this means is dou-
bled, even tripled, as
they move about the
workplace, further
spreading the range
of contaminants.

The steering
wheel of a patrol car
is another example.
How many times has
it been contaminated
with blood or feces
in a single shift or
week of shifts?
Think you would no-
tice such debris? Just
remember that it
takes a powerful
electron microscope
to observe a virus particle and in some cases it
takes less than a hundred of these unseen parti-
cles to cause a life threatening illness. Lets face
it, outside of a laboratory, there is no way to
determine if a surface is teeming with patho-
gens. Despite these dire circumstances, there are
means to protect yourself and those under your
supervision.

To be blunt, all hard surfaces need to be
properly decontaminated on a regular basis in
order to effectively reduce infectious material
and create a safe environment. More impor-
tantly, decontamination can only take place
when professional grade infection control prod-
ucts are used according to manufacturer in-
structions. This means using the right product
for the job and using it the right way.

Bleach, although an effective decontami-
nation product, should never be used in the
workplace. It is corrosive, highly toxic and
extremely damaging to immunodeficient per-
sons. It also degrades very rapidly, losing its
potency soon after it is mixed with air or wa-
ter. I, along with other professionals, feel it has
its place but the workplace is not one of them.

There are many products specifically de-
signed for high risk environments that don’t
have the toxic components of bleach. Compa-
nies like Viraguard, Metrex and Dupont have
great decontamination products designed for
broad viral/bacterial/fungal control but safe for
everyday use. They cost more than bleach, but
such costs should never be a determining fac-
tor when making decisions that directly effect
the health of an employee. How could a few
dollars saved compare to a lifetime worth of

chronic illness or even death?
The decision to have these products at your

disposal is simple, but enforcing their proper
use is not. This is, again, when management
has to act in the best interest of the employee
and have procedures in place to ensure that
decontamination is carried out on a regular
basis. Such plans are called infection control
policies. Your workplace may already have one,
but it may have to be updated or enacted. If
there is no such regulation, your workplace and
fellow employees are at great risk of acquiring
an infectious disease.

For those of you who are unfamiliar, such
a policy is a three pronged set of guidelines set
forth to ensure a safe work environment for
those who work in high risk fields. Part one is
a complete assessment of all potential threats
employees are likely to come into contact with
during the course of carrying out their duties.
Part two explains what actions are to be taken
to ensure that these threats are effectively re-
duced or eliminated through decontamination
and employee education.

Part three outlines what steps are to be

taken to handle a worker, or workers, who have
become infected in order to lessen damages
related to their particular infection and speed
their recovery. This policy is, by far, the perti-
nent ingredient in establishing a safe and
healthy workplace. If you need help in creat-
ing your own policy, consult an infection con-
trol professional.

I have tried to impress the importance of
workplace safety and hope the multitude of un-
seen threats that exist in our environments are

understood and re-
spected for the po-
tential damage
they can inflict
upon us all. This
damage is not lim-
ited to the loss of a
single officer from
an acquired
chronic illness, as
harmful as that is.
No, this damage
also includes the
thousands of sick
days that are taken
each year due to
less lethal infec-
tions like Influenza
or Salmonella and
the millions of dol-
lars lost through
such preventable
absenteeism.

Wo r k p l a c e
contamination has
to be addressed.

Action has to be taken to meet the agreements
set forth in union contracts and governmental
regulations to guarantee a safe and healthy
workplace. Regional municipalities are man-
dated to provide such environments; its up to
each employee to speak up and voice their con-
cerns if they feel such obligations are not be-
ing met.

Viruses and bacteria are ever present.
They have been with us for millions of years
and will continue evolving to become more
resistant, virulent and fatal. It is up to us to
make sure that we are doing everything we
can to reduce our exposure to them in the
workplace.

Trevor Stoddart, founder of ICS, Infection Control
Solutions, has been studying viruses and bacteria, and
their effects, for over five years. His prior work with the
hospitality field, helping create pathogenic safe zone
standards employers could use in order to reduce the risks
of food borne contamination, has led him to help those in
greater need. He is now devoted to educating and
protecting those in dangerous first responder professions
like Law Enforcement Officers. He can be contacted by
email tstoddart@gmail.com, or phone 905 931-5183.
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Alberta RCMP will replace its helicopter
with a $3- million Eurocopter A-Star 350 B3
that will be in service by February.

The province covers 70 per cent of the
funding for the purchase and Ottawa covers 30
per cent.

***
Canada’s chief justice of the Supreme

Court of Canada, Beverley McLachlin, says the
courts and jails are too often left to pick up the
pieces when the health system fumbles care for
the mentally ill.

McLachlin cited the gradual closure of
mental institutions since the 1970s. They
were shut down in favour of community-
based care that has never been properly
funded to fill the gaps.

She applauds the growing number of special-
ized police teams trained to handle mental crises.

Corrections officials admit they don’t have
the staff or resources needed to ensure the in-
mates in their care are released to the public in
a more stable state than when they arrived.

***
The B.C. Supreme Court has thrown out a

petition from a Hells Angels member who says
he’s faced discrimination because of an On-
tario court ruling.

Rick Ciarniello says he’s been maligned
over his membership in the motorcycle club
ever since an Ontario court declared the Hells
Angels a criminal organization.

Crown lawyer Pat Riley, representing the
federal attorney general, says the sections of
the Criminal Code cited by Ciarniello don’t
infringe his rights.

***
The U.S. Justice Department’s National

Drug Threat Assessment says asian drug traf-
fickers in Canada have gained control over most
of the ecstacy distribution in the United States.

Distribution is now at a level similar to that
of 2001, when availability peaked under the
control of Israeli traffickers who have mostly
been broken up by police operations.

The assessment also says the production of
high-potency marijuana in Canada is a problem.

Potency of seized marijuana samples has
more than doubled from 2000 through 2005.

***
The national homicide rate rose for the sec-

ond straight year in 2005, reaching its highest
point in nearly a decade. Firearm- related kill-
ings increased for the third year in a row.

Police services reported 658 homicides last
year, 34 more than in 2004. Of these, 222 were
committed with a firearm.

Most of the increase, 107 homicides, was
driven by a jump in gang-related homicides in
Ontario and Alberta.

The rate of firearms-related homicides has
generally been declining since the mid-1970s,
though there have been fluctuations based on
the type of firearm used.

***
Texas has started broadcasting live images

of the U.S. border on the Internet in a program
that asks the public to report signs of illegal
immigration or drug crimes.

The site, www.texasborderwatch.com, has
eight cameras and e-mail capability to report
suspicious activity. Previously, the images had
only been available to law enforcement and
landowners where the cameras are located.

Information e-mailed by viewers goes to
the state’s operations centre and local law en-
forcement in that area.

The state is using US$5 million in federal
security grants that have been earmarked for
the web camera program.

***
Under a five-year-old federal policy, any-

one convicted of first or second-degree mur-
der must do at least two years in a maximum-
security prison.

Last fall, the policy was loosened so war-
dens could grant exemptions.

In the five years before the policy was re-
laxed, 13 killers - or 2.25 per cent - were
deemed exceptions to the rule and transferred
to medium-security prisons.

In the six months after the policy was loos-
ened, the ratio of exempted prisoners jumped
to 30 per cent.

***
The mayors of Victoria and Esquimalt are

making a serious push towards a single po-
lice department for all of Greater Victoria,
co-signing a letter to the province’s solicitor
general asking for an independent review of
the issue.

The letter asks that a task force be setup to
provide recommendations on whether integrat-
ing or amalgamating all the local police de-
partments is the best option.

Both Victoria and Esquimalt councils have
said they will abide by whatever recommen-
dations are made by the proposed task force
which could take six months to review with
changes happening a year later.

***
Victoria’s police chief was left alone to

secure a man bleeding heavily from a drug
overdose in a shopping-mall washroom be-
cause the region’s emergency communication
system flunked out again.

It is the latest example of how the $17.5-
million radio system is failing police and has
left the City of Victoria demanding the com-
mittee responsible for it foot a $45,000 bill to
run a working backup system.

Chief Paul Battershill saw Cst. Derek
Tolmie run in to the Bay Centre on a call and
followed to help. They found a man bleeding
from an apparent overdose.

When Tolmie tried to radio for an ambu-
lance and backup, his radio had no signal. So
he left the police chief to cover the scene while
running outside to call for help.

The system doesn’t work in police head-
quarters, underground parkades, shopping
malls and other areas of downtown.

***
The federal government’s new bail reform

package is designed to ensure those who are
accused of serious crimes involving firearms
don’t pose a danger to the public.

Under the new legislation, suspects accused
of violent crimes will be required to prove to a
judge that they’re not a danger to society.

The so-called reverse onus bail conditions
mean the Crown would no longer have to prove
to a judge that an accused should be detained
pending trial.

Stephen Harper acknowledged the reverse
onus conditions could likely face a Charter of
Rights challenge, but said he’s confident it will
not be struck down.

***
Canada and the United States have signed

a deal to share more information quickly on
guns, bullets and cartridges so they can con-
nect crime scenes across North America.

The agreement will enable the RCMP and
officials at the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, To-
bacco, Firearms and Explosives to compare
evidence electronically and instantaneously
instead of exchanging it manually on a case-
by-case basis.
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Leadership is about people. Consider the analogy of building a house.
To build a quality house, the first action is to choose the ideal location.
Once the house is built, you can alter the house in minor to major ways.
But you cannot change its location. Once the site is chosen, you are
committed. The same applies to the hiring of people in the organization.

In the building of the house, many activities will be undertaken that
will determine what the final house will look like.
• Do you carefully select the lumber from the available stock to ensure

it is the best available or do you simply take from the top of the pile
because it is simpler?

• Do you select trades people known for their quality work who will
provide you with a quality product?

• Or, do you hire a tradesperson based on the lowest quote?
• Or, worse yet, do you do the work yourself, with some false notion

that you have suddenly acquired skills for which you have no train-
ing, based simply on the fact that because you have lived in a house,
you know how to build one?

• Do you make yourself aware of the latest materials and technology in
house building so that the house is up to date in terms of those techno-
logical advances?

• Or do you build the house based on previous experiences because

by Patrick Holliday “we’ve always done it this way?”
By now you should be seeing similarities between house building

and personnel systems. Choosing the wrong location is choosing the
wrong person to hire or transfer into your organization. An interview
with a recruiter in a major police organization revealed that recruit
selection and hiring is just that—recruits. There is no testing or even
consideration of qualities that will serve the individual and the organi-
zation in later years as this person progresses in the hierarchy.

Choosing from the “top of the pile” is analogous to the seniority-
based reward systems still employed by many organizations. How se-
lective is the organization in ensuring that individuals are best suited,
not to just the next level of promotion, but two levels beyond that?

Choosing trades people is analogous to the internal and external
resources used by organizations in their personnel matters. Does the
organization seek out the best in external consultants or do they sim-
ply look at the cost? Cost-based decisions are all too common and
often result in the hiring of consultants who lack the expertise to ac-
complish the complex tasks associated with personnel management.

One of the practices of organizations, particularly in the public
safety area, is to transfer from within to human resources positions. A
review of a number of organizations showed that the people trans-
ferred from within to human resources areas such as recruiting and
selection, training, labour relations, and personnel management gen-
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erally had little or no formal training, educa-
tion, or experience in these areas.

In our analogy, this is tantamount to hiring
someone with no formal training to do the elec-
trical in the new house. It will be quite a shock
(no pun intended) when the house burns down
and the insurance company will not pay for it.

It is an unfortunate reality that many or-
ganizations still select, hire, promote, and trans-
fer individuals based on the use of outdated
testing instruments, (or none at all), and out-
dated or non-existent job descriptions. Often
there is a lack of competency descriptions for
each position and/or methods of testing and
developing these competencies.

The consequence is there are far too many
examples of individuals who are transferred or
promoted to positions for which they lack com-
petence. This can also be said of many who
are assigned responsibility for making the se-
lections; they are not competent in the skills
necessary to function at a high level of effec-
tiveness in the selection process.

Once the house is built and it is discovered
that the material used is of inferior quality, it
becomes extremely expensive to repair the
damage already done.

Good leaders ensure that the house is built
right the first time.

One of the most important aspects of lead-
ership, where a transformative effect can be
realized, is in the careful assessment, selection,
and development of people. Finding and re-
taining high quality, committed employees is
absolutely critical to the success of any leader
and any organization.

Why are these tasks so critical to success?
Whether an organization reaches its goals

depends, to a great extent, on how these re-
sources are recruited, selected, trained, and
evaluated. These activities are commonly re-
ferred to as personnel or human resource
management.

It is not unusual for a large police force or
other justice or public safety organization to
spend 80 to 90 percent of its budget on its hu-
man resources in areas such as salaries and ben-
efits. Although the percentage will vary depend-
ing on the size of the organization, there remains
little doubt that the human resource is the most
expensive of an organization’s resources.

To this point, you have been introduced to
knowledge and skills that can assist you in im-
proving your effectiveness as a leader. It is criti-
cally important to understand it is the people
who affect everything that occurs in an organi-
zation on an ongoing basis and that you, as a
transforming leader, can have a positive impact
on the organization through the effective and
efficient use of personnel systems. In this way,
you can become an effective systems manager.

To illustrate the need for enhanced person-
nel systems, pause for a moment and reflect
on your own organization. When you walk into
your human resources or personnel office, do
you see row upon row of five-level filing cabi-
nets, each bursting with dog-eared, yellowed
papers of dubious usefulness? Or have you pro-
gressed to the point of having a computer-based
system running on proprietary software that
provides little of the information required for
effective management and that is incompatible
outside its own exclusive function?

Are your requests for information met with

looks of: I hope you don’t mean anytime soon.
When you are reviewing candidates for a

transfer, are you able to obtain records on train-
ing, experience, and education? To what source
do you refer when someone asks, “What am I
responsible for, exactly?”

Does your organization have an effective
performance-management system? What has
your organization done to help you plan your
career? What does your recruiting section do
to ensure the organization is hiring not only
the best recruits, but also those who possess
the qualities to become the best future super-
visors and managers?

If you are in a police organization, you
likely have many effective field-training offic-
ers, but you likely have no leadership-training
officers.  Where are the people whose job it is
to prepare leaders to assume the actual respon-
sibilities of the positions into which they are
promoted?

Who has been professionally and compe-
tently trained in your organization to manage
and lead the human resource management
function?

People promoted into human resource
manager positions often are “rotating” in from
some other section of the department without
any previous training in human resource man-
agement.

Let us begin with a brief introduction to
the concept of a system. There are four basic
parts to any system: input, process, output, and
feedback.

Although it is somewhat of an oversimpli-
fication, we can view input in the organization

as the “humans” who will become front-line
staff.  The processes in a personnel system are
separately identifiable but interdependent. A
process can be the selection and training of a
new hire or the development of existing per-
sonnel to become supervisors and managers.

The output is the product in terms of qual-
ity. Do we have quality front-line workers,
quality supervisors, quality technicians, and
quality leaders? To add complexity to these
systems, we include subordinate activities as
subsystems. Your role as a transforming leader
is to introduce, change, facilitate, or manage
the system and subsystem processes that will
maximize the “human resource” contribution
to the organization.

Last, the leader uses feedback to evaluate
the effectiveness of systems and the people in
them.
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Proclaiming itself as the oldest Canadian
municipal police department west of the Great
Lakes, the Victoria Police Department is
preparing to celebrate its 150th anniversary
next year.

Founded in 1858, the department is known
for its innovation. It was the first Canadian
police force to use Tasers and pepper spray and
began the first digital forensic unit. It also led
the way in equipping frontline officers with
patrol rifles and replaced its Harleys with more
efficient Hondas.

The department’s 221 sworn officers ben-
efit from strong community support and in-
volvement. The 21 officers on each of its three
patrol units vary from one to 20 years experi-
ence, providing an excellent mix and promot-
ing good decision-making.

Chief Constable Paul Battershill joined the
department in 1999 after serving as deputy
chief of the Vancouver Police Department. “It
is neat for me because I am able to work with a
department that is a little smaller here,” he says.
“We have had excellent relationships with the
police board, city council and the media.”

Battershill spent six months on second-
ment as city manager this year while staff were
being transitioned at Victoria City Hall. “It
was great to see the other side of the city of-
fice,” he says. While there he developed a two
year strategic plan for the city and a 20 year
capital plan.

Victoria, the capital of British Columbia
and the adjacent Township of Esquimalt are
located on the southern tip of Vancouver Is-
land. The region is noted for its natural beauty
and is a world tourist destination boasting some
of the most moderate weather in Canada.

The Victoria and Esquimalt Police Depart-
ments amalgamated in 2003 to enhance pro-
fessional response, crime prevention and in-
vestigation in both communities. The two de-
partments had previously co-operated and
shared some services.

The amalgamation had the overwhelming
support of both police chiefs and mayors. The
heads of both associations committed to make
the transition as painless as possible for their
members and ensure that their interests were
properly represented. The amalgamation has
improved career opportunities, training and
advancement possibilities. Thirty-nine
Esquimalt sworn members, who previously
trained and served as both firefighters and po-
lice officers and seven civilians transitioned to
the new department.

The VPD faces considerable pressure to
keep its spending under control, notes Sgt. John
Craig of the human resources division. The
department’s budget is based on a population
of  97,000 in Victoria and Esquimalt alone, even
though some 340,000 people live in the Greater
Victoria Area. The city’s vibrant and historic
downtown core is the business and entertain-
ment centre for the entire area and the influx
of people from neighbouring regions can
stretch officers to the limit. Much time is spent

on core challenges such as substance abuse,
mental health issues and homelessness.

“Greater Victoria is unique in that there are
13 municipalities with four municipal police
forces and three RCMP detachments,” Craig
explains. “Then there is the Capital Regional
District Board. School districts are not aligned
with any of the same boundaries. Each level of
local government is attempting to serve what
is best for their own area, leaving the VPD to
look after the policing in the area where many
of these people gather either to work or to at-
tend bars and restaurants.”

by Elvin Klassen

Victoria Chief Paul Battershill
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“Integration of the dog squad, forensics and
homicide units have met with limited success.
PRIME, the provincial data base, is assisting
in the sharing of information between the vari-
ous police agencies.”

Nearby police agencies have shown little
interest in amalgamation. Small departments
worry that doing so will hurt local service,
while larger departments have been unable to
agree on who will control such a force. The
mayors of Victoria and Esquimalt made a seri-
ous push in November toward creating a sin-
gle police department for all of Greater Victo-
ria. They co-signed a letter to the solicitor gen-
eral asking for an independent review of the
issue and their councils agreed to abide by
whatever is recommended.

“I think this takes it out of the solicitor
general’s hands because he doesn’t want to
use the hammer and amalgamate us,” says
Victoria Mayor Alan Low. “It takes it out of
the hands of the various municipal police
forces because everyone wants to protect their
own little empire.”

Esquimalt Mayor Chris Clement says the
ideal scenario would be a single police depart-
ment for the entire Capital Region. Battershill
agrees, noting “amalgamation comes up all the
time with various groups, including the cham-
bers and the police.”

High housing costs in the Victoria area
has made it more difficult to attract trained
officers, Battershill says. The department
strives to make experienced officers 50 per
cent of new hires.

“Where we never use to go out and adver-
tise for officers, the combination of the cost of
living, people not turning to policing because
of the good economy and people not choosing
policing as a career has made this necessary,”
Craig explains. “We need to get out there and
explain the positive things about policing and
the complexities of the career.”

The department has begun offering finan-
cial incentives to lure experienced officers, in-
cluding pegging their salary to combined years
of service and offering a five per cent bonus
for each five year increment, beginning at the
10 year mark, although transferring officers do
lose their seniority. VPD also plays up the West
Coast lifestyle and benefits of working at a
medium sized, friendly department.

The VPD Reserve Constable program helps
groom future officers and plays an active role
in promoting safety in the community. The serv-
ice distributed more than 500 application forms
in its search for 30 candidates last year but found
only 20 that met its standards.

Reserve constables are fully uniformed but
not armed and are involved in many commu-
nity-policing events, including public presen-
tations, security checks, controlling traffic at
parades and ride-alongs with regular officers.
They spend an unbelievable number of hours
volunteering for their community, Craig em-
phasizes, adding that 90 per cent who want to
become regular officers do so within five years
– 13 in the last 24 months alone.

The department’s 2004-07 strategic plan
identified communication as a key priority and

several new initiatives were begun to make
improvements both internally and externally.
A full-time communications manager position
was created and a civilian crime analyst was
hired to ensure law enforcement efforts are led
by intelligence, not driven by events. New in-
ternal communications processes, such as the
‘E-Spike’ Intranet site, better organize and dis-
seminate operational information to staff.

The VPD sponsored a Canadian Officer
Safety Conference in 2005. It was a great suc-
cess, Acting Inspector Les Sylven, communi-
cations manager says, noting it’s Canada’s
only national conference dedicated to support-
ing police safety. Another conference is
planned for this September and is expected to
attract 300 members.

“To assist in developing the next strategic
plan, we are engaging the public in a survey to
see how we are doing and what they think we
should be doing differently,” Sylven says. “Our
volunteers will be knocking on doors to get an
accurate assessment. We need the public sup-
port to do our work.”

The department also recently hired a diver-
sity manager to work with cultural groups, es-
pecially recent immigrants who may be reluc-
tant to talk to police because they don’t under-
stand the department’s role in the community.

Statistics Canada says there are more po-
lice on the payroll this year than there have
been in a decade, although police strength re-
mains below the levels of the 1970s and below
the numbers in other western countries.

Canada had almost 62,500 police officers
as of last May, up about 1,400 from last year.

In 2005, spending on policing totalled
about $9.3 billion, an average of $288 for every
Canadian. That was four per cent higher than
in 2004 and marked the ninth consecutive in-
crease in policing costs.

Over the last 10 years, Saskatchewan and
British Columbia have recorded the largest
increases in police strength, with all other
provinces showing small increases or rela-
tive stability.

***
Additional police officers will be added to

all 55 municipalities in Nova Scotia within the
next two years.

The first round of hirings was finalized
during a meeting in October of Justice Depart-
ment officials and representatives from the
RCMP and municipal police forces

One hundred and nine officers will be hired
in the first phase, with all municipalities re-
ceiving at least one new officer by the spring.

Smaller municipalities will receive one or
two officers while the Halifax Regional Mu-
nicipality will get 36 and the Cape Breton Re-
gional Municipality 10.

***
There are over 20,000 people clogging up

the Vancouver police and court systems with
outstanding arrest warrants.

Police are hoping to flush out that system
with a new Internet page that shows some of
the city’s most wanted.

Many of the people wanted are transient
and it’s one of the biggest problems in con-

necting people to warrants and arresting them.
The website is also linked to Crime Stop-

pers, so people who want to report someone can
do it anonymously and may even get a reward.

***
Saying you’re sorry will no longer be an

admission of guilt - at least before the courts
of Saskatchewan.

The provincial government has introduced
an amendment to the Evidence Act that re-
moves the legal implications of an apology.

A similar bill was introduced in the BC leg-
islature earlier this year.

***
Edmonton’s economic good times are be-

ing partly blamed for the Alberta capital’s
alarming murder rates.

A Statistics Canada study shows Edmon-
ton has the highest murder rate among major
Canadian cities.

Many are attracted by the perception of
quick money in energy megaprojects, or may
be visiting the city from northern boomtowns
with cash stuffed in their jeans.

***
Huge trials featuring courtrooms packed

with the accused are quickly bankrupting On-
tario’s legal aid system.

Legal Aid Ontario has announced it’s im-
posing strict funding caps on big cases and will
spend no more than $75,000 on a case involv-
ing one accused person.

If the cost is likely to exceed that amount,
legal aid will not fund the case, apart from pay-
ing defence costs at a bail hearing.

The plan has been under financial pressure
since the mid-1990s and its qualifying rules are
so tight that a single person earning just
$16,000 a year after taxes may now be too rich
for legal aid.

Acting Inspector Les Sylven can be reached at
sylvenl@police.victoria.bc.ca .
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Much of Canada is covered in snow and ice
at this time of year, with roads an unpredictable
mix of anything from dry and clear to wet,
snowy, slushy and icy. Getting from point A to
B requires a balance of driving skill, the right
vehicle and tires and perhaps even a little luck.

Civilian drivers faced with poor and im-
passable road conditions have the option of
staying put, but we police officers don’t have
that luxury. Not only do we have to get out
there but our normal patrol and emergency re-
sponse driving presents additional demands.

Tires
Before the introduction of radial tires in the

1970s, many Canadian drivers mounted a pair
of ‘snow’ tires on the drive wheels of their cars
during the winter months. Studded tires were
also still popular then but eventually outlawed
because the steels studs damaged asphalt roads.

Radials made possible the ‘all-season’ tire,
which was said to provide good performance
during summer and winter alike, negating the
need to use snows. While they proved to be a
decent compromise, particularly during their
first few thousand kilometres of tread life, they
left a lot to be desired during real winter
weather. Shortcomings include tread patterns
that are not nearly aggressive enough for deep
snow and rubber compounds that become too
stiff during sub-zero conditions, making them
next to useless on ice.

The early 1990s saw the introduction of a
new ‘winter’ tire. Using state-of-the-art com-
puter design technology, tire manufacturers
were finally able to develop a new type of tire
with advanced tread patterns that provided ex-
cellent traction in all winter road conditions.

Coupled with new manufacturing tech-
niques and rubber compounds that help keep
the tire flexible all the way down to a frosty
-40°C, the new tires provide substantial im-
provements over even the best all-season tires.
It’s like the difference between walking through
the snow in dress shoes and winter boots.

A car equipped with winter tires travelling
at 80 km/h on snow stopped in about 70 me-
tres, according to Goodyear Canada data; the
same car equipped with summer touring tires
was still moving at 49 km/h at the 70m mark
and required another 42m (for a total of 112m)
to come to a full stop.

A winter tire driven on dry pavement at an
ambient temperature of +5°C provides up to
25 per cent better braking performance and up
to 38 per cent improved handling than an all
season tire, according to the Québec Ministry
of Transportation.

Given the substantial improvements, auto-
motive experts and the tire companies recom-
mend winter tires be mounted on all four wheels
so that each has the same amount of traction.

True ‘winter’ tires are identified by a small

pictograph featuring a snowflake inside a styl-
ized mountain outline. Older mud and snow
(M+S) tires do not offer the same all round
benefits. The pictograph indicates that the
tire meets or exceeds a Transport Canada
requirement that they provide at least 10
per cent better traction than an all-sea-
son tire.

Rubber
Much work has been done

in the past decade on formu-
lating the rubber compounds
used in both all-season and
winter tires. Summer and
all-season tires feature rub-
ber optimized to perform well in warm and hot
weather. This is more complicated than it sounds
since a tire driven for any period of time, par-
ticularly at highway speeds, heats up quite sub-
stantially. Factor in air temperatures in excess
of 30°C and road temperatures of 40 or 50°C
and the rubber formulation challenge becomes
much greater.

Winter tires need rubber formulations
optimized for the complete opposite end of the
temperature spectrum, particularly because the
tire and tread need to remain flexible so that they
provide a comfortable ride and good traction on
a wide variety of winter road conditions.

Additives
A wide variety of additives are used in the

rubber compounds for both all-season and win-
ter tires. The most common in winter tires are
silica and walnut shells. Both are ground to a
very fine consistency and added to the tread to
substantially improve grip, particularly on ice.

Toyo uses ‘Lamella Crystal,’ which it says
helps remove moisture from the surface of the
road. When these tires are driven on icy sur-
faces, the crystals remove the water on the sur-
face of the ice, which makes it less slippery.
Other manufacturers accomplish this through
unique tread structures.

Several manufacturers, including
Yokohama, also add microscopic air bubbles
to the tread rubber compounds, both to improve
rubber flexibility and traction on wet and icy
roads. The broken air bubbles at the tread sur-
face substantially increase the amount of sur-
face area exposed to the road.

Treads
The tread patterns on winter tires must per-

form under a wider variety of conditions than a
standard all-season tire, since daytime winter
road conditions often remain dry for most of the
winter in southern urban and suburban areas.
Roads are generally ploughed and salted within
the first 12 to 24 hours after a storm and quickly
dry, so winter tires must provide decent ride and
handling on both cold, dry roads and surfaces
covered by water, ice, slush and snow.

They also must effectively displace water

to prevent hydroplaning, offer improved trac-
tion on icy patches and provide grip in slushy
and snowy conditions.

Water displacement is generally handled
by wider and deeper grooves that chan-
nel water away from the centre of the
tire tread. Many modern snow tires
feature a ‘V’ shaped groove pattern;
the point is in the direction of travel
and the legs are toward the
sidewalls at fairly acute angles.

Traction on ice relies largely
on increasing the amount of
friction between the tire and
ice. To accomplish this, tread
patterns usually feature a large

number of smaller grooves running across the
face of the larger tread blocks. These smaller
grooves, often referred to as ‘sipes,’ are also
commonly laid out in a tight zigzag pattern
along their length.

As the larger tread blocks in which the
sipes are located make contact with the road
surface, the sipes open up, providing a series
of edges which increase the effective surface
area of the tire and provide much better grip.
The sipes also remove some of the water from
the road surface.

The largest tread blocks on winter tires
enable them to cut through snow and offer
traction in loose and packed snow. The blocks
are designed to provide traction both in the
direction of travel and laterally to provide di-
rectional stability.

Wider all-season and performance tires
provide better traction than narrower tires, but
the exact opposite is true with winter tires. A
wider tire distributes a vehicle’s load over a
wider area, which causes it to sit on top of the
snow; a narrower tire concentrates the weight
in a smaller area, causing it to push through
and make contact with the road surface below.

Speed rating
The speed rating reflects the maximum

speed at which a tire can be driven at for an
extended period of time. Most standard pas-
senger car tires are ‘S’ speed rated, signify-
ing they’re good for a sustained speed of 180
km/h. Many performance cars are equipped
with H and V rated tires, good for 210 and
240km/h respectively. I mention this because
the ride and handling of all cars is developed
with a particular speed rated tire as part of
the equation.

High performance tires are manufactured
with much stiffer and often shorter sidewalls,
so they provide a much firmer ride and more
precise handling. Putting S rated rubber on a
car designed to ride on H or V tires will result
in a soft ride and sloppy handling.

Most common winter tires use a ‘Q’
speed rating (160km/h), slightly lower than
the usual S rating. It is important to keep the
speed rating in mind, primarily because most

Dashing through the snow
by Tom Rataj
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winter driving will be done on dry roads and
normal speeds, so putting a Q rated winter
tire on a car engineered to ride on H or V
rated tires will compromise ride and handling
for the four to five months the winter tires
are being used.

Personal experience
The rate of winter tire usage varies greatly

across Canada. It’s highest in the Atlantic prov-
ince and Québec, where they are used by 75
per cent of drivers. Only 25 per cent of drivers
use them in Ontario, which is towards the lower
end of the scale.

I put a set of Michelin Alpin PA/2 (H rated)
winter tires on my VW Golf TDi several win-
ters ago and found the overall winter driving
experience, especially on snow and ice, far su-
perior to the original Michelin all-season tires.

While there is an initial investment —
around $450 for a set of four and rims ($200
for a set of four) — they increase the life span
of your all-season tires and if your car has
expensive alloy wheels, gets them away from
all the corrosive road salt and deadly spring-
time potholes.

All police agencies should consider install-
ing winter tires on their entire fleet to improve
safety. Not doing so may even be a liability in
the event an officer is injured while respond-
ing to a call.

A full list of winter tires bearing the mountain and snowflake
logo is available at Transport Canada’s site: http://
www.tc.gc.ca/roadsafety/tires/wintertires/tirelist.htm .

All front-line Toronto police officers
should have Tasers, which could have cut short
a violent confrontation that ended in the death
six years ago of Otto Vass, said a coroner’s jury.

The force didn’t have Tasers six years ago,
but if they had, jurors said, they could have
been used instead of the rubber batons the of-
ficers used to subdue Vass after he punched
one of the officers in the face.

But a doctor called by the officers sug-
gested that Vass’s heart “short-circuited” from
the stress of being arrested, combined with his
obesity and a lifetime of taking medication for
his mental ailments.

***
A veterinary study into a degenerative dis-

ease that affects police dogs has saved the ca-
reer of one Belgian Malinois in Manitoba.

Utah, with the Winnipeg Police, was ac-
cepted into the study at the Western College of
Veterinary Medicine in Saskatoon after being
diagnosed with degenerative lumbosacral dis-
ease which causes a dogs hind legs to become
useless because the vertebrae near their tails
get compressed from jumping obstacles.

When Utah was first diagnosed, police in
Winnipeg weren’t sure it would be worth the
$6,000 it would cost for surgery to correct the
problem. But when he was accepted into the
study, the costs were automatically covered by
the college.

***
A youth cadet program designed to cut

down on violence in the central Alberta com-
munity of Hobbema is being hailed as a huge
success.

A ceremony in November was held to mark
the one-year anniversary of the program in a
town where many kids live in fear of gangs.

Initially the program, which requires par-
ticipants to march, do drills and emphasizes
leadership skills, was expected to attract about
100 kids. Now, over 800 kids have enrolled in
the program.

The cadet program attracts children from
four aboriginal bands in central Alberta.

***
A final report into allegations that the

RCMP organized mass slaughters of Inuit sled
dogs between 1950 and 1970 as a way to force
northerners into communities and assimilate
them has found no evidence of a plot.

The report, tabled in the House of Com-
mons, found that police officers did kill many
sled dogs, but for health, safety and humani-
tarian reasons.

An interim RCMP report released last year
reached a similar conclusion as the final ver-
sion and was declared a whitewash by many
in Nunavut.

Two Inuit groups are conducting their own
investigations into the charges.
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Openness enhances credibility
Good news or bad – let the public know

by Mark Giles

Some argue that any news is good news –
that the resulting publicity can, if handled prop-
erly, benefit an organization’s or individual’s
image in the long run. To a certain extent this
argument may be true, especially if the oppor-
tunities are also used to enhance transparency
and credibility.

Many celebrities have used this strategy,
enjoying the good news and managing the bad,
while protecting their reputation in the long
term. While this probably won’t work for ex-
tremely bad news – such as the Michael
Jackson or O.J. Simpson cases – it has been
successful for many others.

Actor Hugh Grant’s arrest for his encoun-
ter with a Hollywood prostitute in 1995 is one
of the better examples of quickly managing bad
news in what could have been a career-ending
incident. Grant was previously scheduled to
appear on the Tonight Show a few days after
the incident and many thought he would can-
cel and remain in seclusion.

To his credit, he showed up to face talk-
show host Jay Leno and his television audi-
ence. “What were you thinking?” said Leno,
with much emphasis. Addressing the bad news
head on, Grant responded directly.

“I think you know in life what’s a good
thing to do and what’s a bad thing, and I did a
bad thing,” he said, “and there you have it…
I’m very sorry.”

Not all celebrities or organizations are as
forthright, but perhaps they should be. A CNN
story carried the headline: “Hugh Grant finds
honesty the best policy” and his appearance on
this and several other talk shows is considered
a model in defusing a crisis. Grant was able to
put this incident behind him fairly quickly, al-
though it could have gone on much longer had
he chosen another option.

The Bill Clinton-Monica Lewinsky scan-
dal of 1998 is a classic example of another
option in handling bad news, at least during
the early stages. Had the president come clean
immediately, the story would have certainly
drawn greater media coverage at first, but in-
terest would have also dissipated much sooner.
By denying the truth for many months, Clinton
essentially made the bad news worse. A story
about sex became one of sex, lies and much
more videotape than would have likely been
the case otherwise.

Police issues
Some years ago, I had to deal with a sexual-

assault charge that, given the role of the accused
in the community, was considered newsworthy
and, therefore, of interest to the media and pub-
lic. Local police had laid charges and a first court
appearance was pending. The appropriate com-
munications strategy seemed simple: openness

and transparency, supplemented with appropri-
ate messages – mitigating the bad news some-
what – and highlighting the positive efforts be-
ing made to deal with the issue.

My plan met some resistance, however,
from a colleague who argued that if we released
the information, it would end up on the front
page of the local newspaper. I agreed that it
almost certainly would, but that the price to be
paid was unlikely to be lower by holding it back
for another day.

Sure enough, the story led the news and
was on the local newspaper’s front page the
next morning. It was a one-day story, however,
and other than a short additional piece after a
court appearance, was not deemed to be of fur-
ther interest to the public and received no ad-
ditional media attention.

Sending the bad news directly to the me-
dia is a communications strategy that increases
credibility. The public realizes that police agen-
cies make mistakes, especially under stressful
conditions – so when something goes wrong,
be the first to admit it and communicate the
lessons learned and actions being taken to pre-
vent its reoccurrence.

A recruiting constable once said “we’re not
looking for perfect police officers, but we are
looking for honest ones.” The expectations of
the media and the public are similar – they ex-
pect commitment, dedication, hard work and
honesty, but they don’t expect perfection.

When an organization is willing to display
its own ‘dirty laundry,’ the public is more will-
ing to forgive and forget, news coverage is
normally more short lived, and the media is

more receptive to covering the good news story
– when it comes.

Good news stories are generally much
easier to manage and, as long as they’re news-
worthy, shouldn’t be overlooked. Ensuring that
the public is aware of an agency’s good work
and positive contributions to the community
builds confidence and a reservoir of goodwill.
This goodwill enhances an agency’s reputation
and credibility, which may also be needed to
help carry the organization through the next
bad-news crisis.

Professional delivery
Whatever the means, the objective is to

bring the news to key audiences, increasing
awareness and allowing the community to
share successes or understand that mistakes
were made. Whether by on-site briefing, news
conference or news release, ensure the deliv-
ery of good and bad news is done profession-
ally, using well-prepared spokespersons and
well-written communications material.

In doing so, an agency is more likely to
influence the information and key messages
included in media coverage. With sound me-
dia-relations strategy, the results of news de-
livery can be far more favourable.

To maximize the benefit of a good news
story, try to isolate it from other major or com-
peting news within your agency and others in
the community. While it’s not possible to pre-
dict the future, the timing of obvious events or
issues – such as major announcements or court
decisions – can often be avoided.

Also consider separating good news from
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bad, within your agency, where they occur si-
multaneously or in close proximity. Where
possible, deliver all the bad news at the same
time so that once the recovery process has be-
gun, it is not interrupted. Good news, however,
can be delivered all at once or in stages, so that
it may be enjoyed over a period of time.

Delivering good and bad news together, in
an attempt to diminish the negative story, is
seldom successful and likely to result in far less
coverage of the positive one. Given that the
negative story will likely take precedence, the
good news should be held until the bad-news
issue has been dealt with.

Intentional versus
coincidental timing

A similar strategy occasionally used in
dealing with negative issues is to time the de-
livery of bad news to coincide with some other
major event or crisis.

This can be risky, however, if it appears to
have been done intentionally – especially if
media realize there was a significant delay in
informing the public. This is not an unlikely
prospect considering the ease of obtaining re-
ports through access to information and pri-
vacy legislation.

If the timing is coincidental, however, then
a law enforcement agency may benefit legiti-
mately. When investigators with the Canadian
Forces National Investigation Service (NIS)
laid charges for child pornography in 2005,
regional and national media were focused on
the Gomery inquiry into the sponsorship pro-
gram. The charges were made public in a news
release and later posted to the departmental web
site, but with most media resources centered
on the inquiry and its political implications,
received very little attention.

In this case, the NIS was open and trans-
parent when, coincidently, another major issue
surfaced at the same time. This should not,
however, be part of a strategy whereby an
agency holds onto bad news in anticipation of
some larger story consuming media interest.

The media looks for newsworthy stories,
be they positive or negative for an individual
or organization. If they focus on the negative,
it’s often because that’s what interests their
audience. There’s still room for good news,
however, and organizations known for their
transparency benefit not only from greater cred-
ibility, but often find media more receptive to
promoting their positive contributions.

When the news is good, enjoy it. When it’s
bad – don’t hesitate to put it out there. The ben-
efits in increased public confidence and good-
will will normally far outweigh the initial price
paid in negative publicity. In managing short-
term issues, it’s important to look towards mid
to long-term outcomes, primarily managing
reputation through developing and maintain-
ing public confidence, which is ultimately the
true measure of success.

I enjoy your magazine very much. Al-
though I may not agree with EVERY article I
have read, I find it very informative.

I don’t normally publicly voice my personal
opinions on issues, however there was a letter
that you published on page 22 in your latest maga-
zine that just didn’t sit right with me. Cpl. Steve
Goss apparently took issue with an article that
you printed that encouraged “faith in God.” I am
a firm believer in allowing free speech, however
I found his comments were opinionated, close
minded, confrontational and even threatening,
especially when he ends his letter with “I will
object to the distribution of this magazine if it
continues to promote religion.”

Funny that Cpl. Goss apparently didn’t
have an issue with the article from your Octo-
ber issue entitled “Pseudoscience in policing.”
I read that article and although I may not agree
with it, I am willing to keep an open mind and
will not censor its content so that others may
not read it.

Sgt. David P. Maludzinski
Jasper, AB

***
I am very glad you published this article,

Recruiting attitudes need a serious overhaul.
It is, in fact, perfect timing for me and what I
am going through right now.

I am 34.5 years old and a new auxiliary
officer at a department here in Southwestern
Ontario.

Being a laid off commercial pilot (rookie
there too), I chose to take on my other career
interest of policing. So far, so good, but it is
going to take a cape with a big letter ‘S’ on it
to succeed. The physical requirements and
written testing seems to be designed to weed a
candidate out – and out for good.

I will give it a shot; I have nothing to lose
as I am losing my job at Ford. Mass layoffs at
the St. Thomas Assembly Plant, where the
mighty Vic is made.

I would like to say thank you for publish-
ing that article, but I wonder how much they
can really change the typical hiring process –
and yes, it makes certain outsourced compa-
nies some good bucks!

Name Withheld
***

I would like to commend you on your arti-
cle, Recruiting attitudes need a serious over-
haul, and how one needs to be an opportunist
and reinvent oneself to survive in this labour

market. Policing is no exception, unfortunately.
I am not a police officer, nor am I associated

with any police service. I’m not a bitter or dis-
gruntled ‘could’ve been.’ I did work for the former
Sol Gen as an intern for a while and I seem to
remember police recruitment and retention be-
ing an issue, with the focus on the recruitment of
older people to fill the retirement gap.

It has never made sense to me why the
psych test is at the very end of the testing proc-
ess. It is the single most critical test that a re-
cruit has no control over that can lead to elimi-
nation. Wouldn’t it make sense to determine
psychological fitness prior to testing physical
and intellectual fitness?

The ‘you have to want it bad enough’ atti-
tude. As we get older our lives become more
complex and dynamic. We have more responsi-
bilities and issues to manage. We have housing
payments, relationships and maybe older par-
ents to support. This is in contrast to the younger
recruit, that may be living at home, driving the
parents vehicle, be unmarried and have less re-
sponsibility. The ‘wanting it bad enough atti-
tude’ is great when you’re young and full of tes-
tosterone and hubris, but as we age we become
a little more cost/benefit oriented.

As far as the older, more experienced re-
cruit goes, you’re going to get someone who’s
had more good and bad experiences, and eve-
rything in between. You’re also going to get a
recruit with a more complex and dynamic life
and a more ‘complex and dynamic body.’

And finally, the expectation of ‘the full
package.’ If you compare a recruit to a ‘prod-
uct,’ the question to be asked is ‘how often do
we buy a product that is ready to go, right out
of the box?’ Every new product requires some
setup and tweaking and if we want the full
package, we have to pay for it. If we go dis-
count shopping and try to get the full package
at a discounted price, chances are it’s stolen or
too good to be true.

As indicated before, I’m a little older, a lit-
tle wiser and, out of self-knowledge and wis-
dom, I’ve re-evaluated. My place in the quilt
of public safety will be a little bit different; a
place more suitable for a person with a com-
plex and dynamic life, and an ever complex
and dynamic body. Was it because I didn’t want
it bad enough? No. It was because there are
other things that I want more.

Jamie Taylor
Ontario
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There’s no denying that Canadian polic-
ing is changing, the Law Commission of
Canada concludes in its final report, In search
of security: The future of policing in Canada.

With private police securing public shop-
ping areas and public police securing private
sporting events, it’s not hard to see how the
line has blurred.

The report is a result of several years of
multi-faceted research into the changing na-
ture of policing in society. “Policing is an es-
sential component of a well-functioning soci-
ety,” the commission notes, but in the last few
decades, it has become a “more integrated task
that is undertaken by a variety of groups and
individuals,” not just public or state police.

The fast growing private security sector
now offers a wide range of services at com-
petitive rates, whereas “public police forces are
increasingly expected to justify or rationalize
their resource allocations.” This occurred not
because public police left a void but because a
need arose for an array of “overlapping, com-
plimentary and mutually supportive” services,
the report states.

Social change and cultural diversity have
also had a major impact on policing.

“Canadian society is much more diverse
than it was 40 years ago and now encompasses
a plurality of cultures, traditions and values,”

making “public policing more complex as
organizations have endeavoured... to re-
flect the broad mix of society within
their ranks (while meeting) the de-
mand for a greater range of
policing services.”

Another change –
“new forms of
property that blur the
distinction between public
and private spaces.” Indoor
shopping malls and other forms of
mass private property are privately
owned and policed but frequently
used by the public.

“‘Communal spaces,’ such as
gated communities or private health
clubs, are (also) privately owned and po-
liced in the interests of their owners, but
are used by the public... Ensuring that
such policing reflects the broad public
interest,” is a concern, the commission
states, since “these new spaces place
ever-increasing segments of society un-
der private policing.”

The Canadian legal and regulatory
framework hasn’t kept pace with changes in
the industry it governs, the report says.

“To date... no Canadian government has
systematically addressed the challenges that
(these) networks pose for public policing...
Policing-related governance and accountability

mechanisms still reflect the public-private
dichotomy. This framework clearly no

longer applies to the reality of
policing.”

The commission recom-
mends:
• All levels of government need
to define policing in broader
terms, “to encompass activities
of any individuals and organi-
zations legally empowered to
maintain security or social or-
der, in accordance with pub-
lic or private contracts, legis-

lation, regulations or policies.”
• “Governments should

continue to be responsible for
ensuring that policing is
conducted in a way that respects
core democratic values... all

levels of government (need to)
review laws, regulations and

policies to assess their impact
for all forms of policing and
to foster the best possible

policing arrangements.”
• Governments should collaboratively legislate

the private security industry to ensure its per-
sonnel “respect the core democratic values
and aspirations that Canadians commonly as-
sociate with policing.”

• Public security boards or similar institutions
be created, through legislation, “to govern
public police and set policing policy.” The
boards, with civilian representatives, would
control budgets and “have the power to ap-
point, dismiss and provide oversight to chiefs
of police and senior public police officers...
(and) act as a hub for fostering cooperation
between the public police and other agencies
involved in public safety and security, includ-
ing private security.”

• Governments ensure “appropriate institutions
or procedures for receiving and responding
to public complaints concerning policing.”

• Regulation of the multitude of private secu-
rity arrangements in Canada. Although many
provinces “have taken steps to better regu-
late the private security industry, an oversight
mechanism... would provide the basis for
more consistency and further encourage the
professionalization and standardization of the
private security industry.”

• Governments establish security complaints and
accreditation commissions (SCAC) to license
security organizations, set training standards,
establish codes of conduct uniformly across the
country and investigate complaints.

• A National Policing Centre be established “to
foster collaboration between all providers of
policing services.” The independent centre
“would have a broad mandate to foster and co-
ordinate research, innovation and best practices
in policing, policing policy and legislation.”

The future of policing
by Kathryn Lymburner

 TORONTO — Torontonians spend more than most
Canadians on police services, but their officers have
one of the lowest crime-solving rates in the country, a
new Statistics Canada survey suggests.

About $305 per person is spent on policing in the
city, higher than the national average of $288.

But officers “clear” just 28 per cent of cases, the
survey says. Across the country, clearance rates
average around 33 per cent.

StatsCan looked at crime “solving” abilities as part
of its annual survey on police resources in Canada.

Toronto Police Service spokesperson Mark Pugash
said the force disagrees with the government’s numbers.

“We have been in discussion for some time with
StatsCan and that is not a number we accept,” he said.

The force says its overall clearance rate is 50
per cent.

Toronto police are also solving more major crimes,
Pugash said.

But that doesn’t square with StatsCan’s view of
national trends.

When it comes to violent crimes, clearance rates
have been declining in recent years, it says.

In the early 1990s, police solved three-quarters
of all violent crime cases. But today, about 70 per cent
are cleared.

At the same time, police spending has gone up. In
2005, governments spent about $288 per person on
policing, for a total of about $9.3 billion - up four per
cent from 2004.

Statistics Canada defines “cleared” crimes as those
solved by police. Solved usually means a charge has
been laid, but in some cases it can also mean police
have identified a suspect.

The Toronto force accepts StatsCan’s definition,

Pugash said. But it would take a statistical expert to
explain why they disagree on overall results, he said.

StatsCan says its information comes from a
uniform crime reporting survey, which is carried out
every year and based on data provided by police.

When it comes to solving crime, today’s results
show that not much has changed in 30 years, despite
the arrival of new crime-fighting “tools” such as DNA
evidence and despite what Canadians may have come
to believe from television shows such as CSI.

The results have remained stable. The volume and
types of crimes today, along with the growing complexity
of police investigations, may help explain why police
don’t seem to be much better at cracking cases than
they were in the mid-1970s, says StatsCan.

It also urges caution in comparing the clearance
rates of various forces. There could be many reasons
for differences that have nothing to do with the inherent
crime-solving abilities of police, it says.

For instance, in some areas, there may be higher
levels of crime reporting by citizens, particularly of less
serious crimes such as minor thefts, which have lower
clearance rates.

Police often spend less time investigating these
offences, devoting their resources to more serious
problems.

The Ontario Provincial Police in Greater Napanee
had one of the highest clearance rates in the province,
reporting 54 per cent of its cases solved.

The leader appears to be the First Nations police
force of the Anishinabek Nation, which is based in
Garden River, near Sault. Ste. Marie, but patrols a vast
area, stretching south to Peterborough and Lake Huron.

StatsCan says it clears 79 per cent of its cases.
(Toronto Star)

Toronto Police Service clearance rate lower than national average

The full report is available on the commission’s web page
(www.lcc.gc.ca).
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The Commission for Public
Complaints Against the RCMP
An independent body established by the

federal government to receive complaints about
member conduct. Complaints are sent to the
RCMP for investigation and disposition. The
commission can review the investigation and
disposition and begin its own investigations and
public hearings.

Military Police Complaints
Commission of Canada

An external civilian oversight authority in-
dependent of the Department of National De-
fence and Canadian Forces. The chair has ex-
clusive authority to investigate all complaints
and may review any misconduct complaints at
the complainant’s request. The commission can
launch and convene investigations and public
hearings, overriding existing investigations by
the Provost Marshal.

British Columbia
The Police Complaint Commissioner

(PCC) oversees complaints against 12 munici-
pal police services and can order investigations
or appoint an external police force to conduct
an investigation. Investigations are carried out
by police services. The PCC can order a pub-
lic hearing when there is a public interest. Spe-
cific officers can not be compelled to be wit-
nesses at these hearings. PCC decisions can not
be appealed.

Alberta
Complaint investigation and disposition is

the responsibility of police. Municipal police of-
ficers are subject to the public complaint proc-
ess, including a review/appeal to the Alberta Law
Enforcement Review Board. The board receives
and hears public requests for review and appeals
of disciplinary decisions from police officers.
Two of the eight municipal police commissions
have complaint monitors to receive and review
all complaints and dispositions.

Saskatchewan
The Police Complaints Investigator has

broad powers to deal with public complaints
and conduct external investigations. Most com-
plaints are investigated by police.

Manitoba
Established in 1985, the independent Mani-

toba Law Enforcement Review Agency accepts
and investigates public complaints about the
conduct of municipal police, using its own per-
sonnel under the commissioner’s direction.

Ontario
The Ontario Civilian Commission on Po-

lice Services ensures the adequacy of policing
services and oversees the handling of public
complaints. The commission hears appeals of
police chief’s decision at a discipline hearing.
The complainant or officer may appeal deci-
sions to the Ontario Divisional Court. The Spe-
cial Investigations Unit (SIU), a civilian

agency, investigates serious injury, sexual as-
sault or death involving police and civilians.
The SIU director determines whether charges
are warranted, based on findings by agency in-
vestigators. Decisions are reported to the at-
torney general.

Quebec
The Bureau du Commissaire  à la

déontologie policière receives and investi-
gates public complaints about municipal and
regional police. Cases are presented to the
ethics commission for adjudication follow-
ing investigation.

New Brunswick
The New Brunswick Police Commission

receives and investigates public complaints; the
commission chair can refer public complaints

Oversight mechanisms for public policing
to a chief to resolve or investigate further. The
chief must submit a report to the commission
detailing actions taken. An arbitration board
hears appeals of discipline penalties imposed
by the chief.

Nova Scotia
Municipal police departments handle pub-

lic complaints by informal resolution or inves-
tigation. The Nova Scotia Police Commission
receives review requests from citizens who are
dissatisfied with the way a police department
has handled their complaint. The commission
investigates and conducts hearings into citi-
zens’ complaints about municipal police con-
duct. Its police review board hears appeals of
disciplinary penalties ordered by chiefs and
police boards. Investigators are retired police
officers contracted by the commission on a
case-by-case basis.

Newfoundland and Labrador
The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary

(RNC) Public Complaints Commission re-
ceives complaints, monitors the investigation
and disposition of public complaints, infor-
mally resolves public complaints and hears ap-
peals from complainants. The commission can
conduct independent investigations into the cir-
cumstances of complaints when a complain-
ant appeals.
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The implied licence
doctrine justified police
arresting a suspected im-
paired driver on his drive-
way, Ontario’s highest
court has ruled.

In R. v. Lotozky,
(2006) Docket:C43322
(OntCA), a caller re-
ported a driver was too

intoxicated to order at a fast
food drive through and provided

a general description of the vehicle and licence
plate number. Two police officers ran the plate
and went to the registered owner’s address at
about 1 am. They saw a car driving very slowly
on the street, stop and flash its high beams,
move and then stop again before turning into
the driveway.

Lotozky fumbled with a fast food bag as
they approached. One officer knocked on the
window and Lotozky got out of the car and
leaned against the door. The officer asked to
see his licence, ownership documents and in-
surance. Lotozky fumbled with them and had
to be asked again to provide them. He had dif-
ficulty maintaining his balance, his eyes were
watery, he looked dishevelled and there was a
smell of alcohol on his breath.

When asked how much he had to drink, he
said one beer. An officer formed the opinion
Lotozky’s ability to drive was impaired by al-
cohol, arrested him and had his vehicle towed.
He subsequently provided two breath samples
over the legal limit.

At trial in the Ontario Court of Justice the
judge found police had violated Lotozky’s
rights under s.8 of the Charter because they
entered the driveway to investigate a criminal
offence. Police were not entitled to walk up
the driveway attached to a dwelling house to
investigate the suspected impaired driving so
the fruits of the investigation, the breath sam-
ples, were inadmissible. Charges of impaired
driving and over 80mg% were dismissed.

The Crown unsuccessfully appealed to the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice, which ruled
Lotozky had a reasonable expectation of pri-
vacy on his driveway. Further, police exceeded
the bounds of the implied licence doctrine when
they entered to investigate a suspected crimi-
nal offence; by doing so they conducted a war-
rantless search, which was prima facie unrea-
sonable. Since the Crown did not rebut the pre-
sumption, the search was unreasonable and the
appeal was dismissed.

The Crown then appealed to the Ontario
Court of Appeal arguing, in part, that Lotozky
did not have a reasonable expectation of pri-
vacy in the driveway and s.8 of the Charter was
therefore not triggered. Further, even if there
was a reasonable expectation of privacy, en-
trance onto it was lawful, in part, under the
implied licence doctrine.

Justice Rosenberg divided the police con-
duct into four separate elements:
1) walking onto the driveway;
2) tapping on the window to get the accused’s

attention;
3) questioning the accused about his licence,

ownership and insurance;
4) making the breathalyzer demand.

The fourth element was clearly a search
and seizure but the first three were not,
Rosenberg stated:

Despite the breadth of the notion of search
and seizure, merely walking on to a driveway,
even with an intent to conduct an investigation
involving the owner, does not, in my view, con-
stitute a sufficient intrusion to be considered a
search. There must be something more, as in
the perimeter search cases, peering in windows
of the home and trying to detect odours from
within. Put another way, not every trespass on
to private property by police can constitute a
search. I would not place a possible trespass
on to a driveway open to public view in the
category of a search or seizure.

As regards the other two aspects of the po-
lice conduct, I tend to think that merely tapping
on the window, like peering into a window with
a flashlight, does not involve a search. Asking
routine questions of a motorist about licence,
ownership and insurance similarly would not
seem to be the type of questioning that would
lead to a finding of a sufficient intrusion into a
reasonable expectation of privacy…

Finally, cases concerning questioning of
motorists in drinking and driving situations
have turned on issues such as right to counsel
and detention; not search and seizure… Obvi-
ously, the fact that the courts have not dealt
with this element of the drinking and driving
paradigm as a search issue is not determina-
tive, but it does suggest to me that in most cases
the search and seizure threshold is not crossed
until the breathalyser demand is made (refer-
ences omitted, paras. 18-19).

However, even though walking onto the
driveway, tapping on the window and asking
for documents wasn’t a search, the breath de-
mand was. Hence, if the police were trespass-
ers when they made the demand, the police
conduct was unlawful.

Rosenberg examined the police conduct
under the implied licence doctrine. This com-
mon law doctrine recognizes that an occupier
of a dwelling gives implied licence to any mem-
ber of the public on legitimate business, includ-
ing police, to enter onto the property. This invi-
tation waives the privacy interest that an occu-
pant may otherwise have in the approach to their
door, provided police enter the property for the
specific purpose of communicating with them.

However, if police enter to secure evi-
dence against the occupant, they are engag-
ing in a search and have exceeded the
boundaries of implied licence. If the occu-
pant tells them to leave, the licence is with-
drawn and they must leave unless they have

acquired reasonable grounds to make an ar-
rest before that time. Rosenberg noted that
this case was different than other cases in-
volving police knocking on a door:

In my view, there is a fundamental differ-
ence between the police conduct of knocking
on the door of a dwelling house to investigate
the occupants… and merely entering on to a
driveway. The latter does not involve an inves-
tigation of persons in their own home. A drive-
way is not a dwelling house; it is a place where
people drive and park their vehicles. It is an
open area that is visible to the public. The scope
of the implied invitation must be analyzed in
that context... (para. 32)

The fact that the police officer intends to
pursue an investigation on the driveway, at
least if the investigation relates to a motor ve-
hicle, does not in my view exceed the bounds
of the implied invitation, provided that the of-
ficer has a legitimate basis for entering on the
driveway. Interpreting the common law in this
way is, in my view, consistent with the broader
principle… that licence may arise by implica-
tion from the nature of the use to which the
owner puts the property. As I have said, the
use to which this property is put is to park motor
vehicles and it is an area of the property that is
open to public view.

The officers in this case had a legitimate
basis for entering on the driveway. They had
received a report that the driver of the car as-
sociated with the address was apparently im-
paired. The driver drove the vehicle in an unu-
sual fashion as he approached the driveway.
The officers would have been entitled to stop
the vehicle on the street under s. 48(1) of the
Highway Traffic Act. For reasons of safety, they
waited until the motorist had brought the vehi-
cle safely to a stop. This was a reasonable de-
cision to make. It makes no sense that because
the officers exercised a reasonable degree of
caution their actions should be characterized
as illegitimate.

There are other reasons for viewing the of-
ficers’ actions as legitimately within the scope
of the implied licence. It would not be good
policy to interpret the law as encouraging mo-
torists to avoid the reach of legitimate traffic
investigations by heading for home and thus
encouraging a high-speed police chase. Further,
until the impaired driving complaint was inves-
tigated there was a risk that an impaired driver
would re-enter the vehicle and drive while im-
paired. It is not reasonable to expect the police
to devote resources to waiting outside the mo-
torist’s house until he or she returns to the street
(references omitted, paras. 35-37).

Thus, police were lawfully on the drive-
way in accordance with an implied invitation
and were not asked to leave before forming
reasonable grounds for arrest and the breath
demand. There was no s.8 breach.

The Crown’s appeal was allowed,
Lotozky’s acquittal set aside and a new trial
ordered.

           Implied licence authorizes driveway entry
by Mike Novakowski
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A hydro report which concluded electric-
ity was being stolen from a residence was suf-
ficient grounds to get a search warrant, British
Columbia’s top court has held.

In R. v. Le & Nguyen, R. v. Tran, 2006
BCCA 298, a police officer swore an informa-
tion to obtain a search warrant to investigate
the theft of electricity under s.326(1)(a) of the
Criminal Code. The grounds included a fax
from BC Hydro stating that there was a pre-
meter theft of electricity, based upon the meas-
ured electrical consumption going to the prop-
erty compared with the timed meter consump-
tion; the qualifications of the employee mak-
ing the statement were also included.

A search warrant was issued allowing po-
lice to search for an electrical bypass and docu-
ments related to residency. Officers executed
it and charged the accused with production,
possession for the purpose of trafficking and
theft of electricity.

At trial in BC Provincial Court the accused
argued their rights under s.8 of the Charter had
been violated and the evidence should have
been excluded under s.24(2). The judge agreed,
holding that the information to obtain was in-
sufficient and lacking in grounds, since BC
Hydro merely stated a conclusion without
backing it up with any basis or factual founda-
tion. As a result, the statements were not suffi-

cient to provide reasonable grounds for the
warrant, the evidence was excluded and the
accused acquitted.

The Crown appealed to the BC Court of
Appeal, arguing the trial judge erred in ruling
the hydro reports did not provide reasonable
grounds for the warrant. For a warrant to be
issued, there must be enough information to
give rise to reasonable grounds that a crime
has been committed. Justice Kirkpatrick,
authoring the opinion of the court, described
how reasonable grounds are determined:

The standard is ‘reasonable probability,’
not ‘proof beyond a reasonable doubt’ or
‘prima facie case’… A belief will be founded
on reasonable grounds ‘where there is an ob-
jective basis for the belief, which is based on
compelling and credible information’ (refer-
ences omitted, para. 15).

Hydro’s statement that its qualified em-
ployees had compared the electricity going to
the house with the meter were enough to sup-
port the warrant. The information before the
issuing justice was from persons with special-
ized skill and training, employed by the entity
complaining about the theft of its services. The
source was reliable and there was no complex-
ity about how the measurements were calcu-
lated. Kirkpatrick wrote:

The authorizing judicial officer had before
her information that demonstrated that on two
occasions qualified B.C. Hydro technicians

trained in detecting the theft of the company’s
property attended at the dwelling house. (One)
measured the total electricity going to the dwell-
ing. (The other) measured the amount of elec-
tricity recorded by the dwelling’s meter. The meas-
urements disclosed that more electricity was be-
ing used than was being recorded by the meter
for billing purposes. Based on that discrepancy,
(the technicians) stated that they believed that pre-
metered theft was taking place (para. 21)

In each case, the judicial officer had a re-
port from the alleged victim of the crime stat-
ing that it had determined, by checking with
its own equipment, that the utility’s property
was being stolen, Kirkpatrick noted.

Based on such information from a cred-
ible source, the authorizing judicial officer
could have been satisfied that there was an
objective basis to believe that a crime was prob-
ably being committed. Although I think that the
use of the word “theft” in the Information to
Obtain was unnecessary and suggests a legal
conclusion, it is clear from all of the circum-
stances that, based on the measurements con-
ducted, there were more than sufficient reason-
able grounds to believe a “suspected theft” was
occurring (para. 23)

The court concluded that the hydro reports
were sufficient to support reasonable grounds to
believe that a crime had occurred. The warrant
was validly authorized and it allowed the appeal,
set aside the acquittals and ordered new trials.

Hydro report justifies warrant
by Mike Novakowski
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The Alberta Court of Appeal has upheld
the admissibility of evidence following the
unlawful seizure of a loaded firearm.

In R. v. Calder, 2006 ABCA 307 a police
officer patrolling a summer festival saw the
accused hand money to another man and re-
turn his cupped hand to his pocket. Suspecting
a drug deal, the officer and his partner ap-
proached, told Calder he was under investiga-
tive detention for trafficking and patted him
down for weapons.

The officer felt a long, hard object in a
pocket which turned out to be a knife; a bulge
in Calder’s right pocket was found to be two
spitballs of cocaine. Calder was arrested and
a further search located a loaded, sawed off
.22 calibre rifle in his backpack, additional
cocaine, bear spray, empty baggies and a dig-
ital scale. He was charged with possession for
the purpose of trafficking and several weap-
ons offences.

At trial, an Alberta Provincial Court
judge found the officer did not have reason-
able grounds to detain Calder so the result-
ing search was unreasonable. Furthermore,
given the size of the spit balls, the officer
could not have believed in good faith that

the bulge in the pants was a weapon. The
seizure of the drugs, rifle and other items was
therefore unlawful. However, the trial judge
admitted the evidence under s.24(2). The
search was non-conscriptive, unobtrusive
and no force was used. Moreover, having a
loaded rifle in a public area favoured admis-
sion. The evidence was ruled admissible and
Calder was convicted.

Calder appealed to the Alberta Court of
Appeal, arguing the trial judge erred in exclud-
ing the evidence. In his view, she didn’t prop-
erly consider her finding that police lacked
good faith in conducting the search and also
erred in holding that the public’s outrage
against crime, particularly gun crime, mitigated
that bad faith.

In a 2:1 decision, the majority upheld the
admissibility of the evidence. Although the trial
judge found serious misconduct on the part of
police, she properly considered the three-step
inquiry required for admissibility:
1) trial fairness;
2) seriousness of police conduct;
3) the effects of excluding the evidence on the

administration of justice.
The evidence was non-conscriptive and its

admission would not affect trial fairness. As-
sessing the seriousness of police conduct, the

majority stated:
The trial judge… found that (the officer)

did not have reasonable grounds to suspect the
(accused) had been involved in a drug trans-
action. Further, the search that led to the ar-
rest of the (accused) was a pat-down search
incidental to an investigative detention. Such
a search is lawful only if the officer believes
on reasonable grounds that his or her own
safety, or the safety of others, is at risk.

The trial judge found that (the officer)
could not have had such reasonable grounds
to search the (accused’s) pant pocket. That
finding was reasonable, having regard to the
evidence of the size of the items discovered in
that pocket. The lack of reasonable grounds
led the trial judge to conclude the search
wasn’t committed in good faith, a finding that
indicates a relatively serious breach of the (ac-
cused’s) rights. Balanced against this finding
is the trial judge’s conclusion that the search
wasn’t obtrusive.

Finally, admission of the evidence would
not bring the administration of justice into dis-
repute. The drugs and rifle were essential to
the Crown’s case and the offences serious and
aggravated by the circumstances; possession
of a loaded firearm in a very public place dur-
ing an event attended by hundreds of people.

“Public concerns regarding the increasing
threat to public safety which arises from the
use and possession of firearms in the commis-
sion of offences... must be given serious con-
sideration and in appropriate circumstances
such as found here can override a finding of
police misconduct,” said the majority.

“Our conclusion would have been differ-
ent if there had been no loaded weapon, or if
the circumstances had not involved such an
evident and immediate threat to public safety.”

Justice Berger, the lone dissenter, first
noted that the trial judge found the police arbi-
trarily detained Calder. She concluded the of-
ficer did not have reasonable grounds to sus-
pect he was involved in a drug transaction and
could not have subjectively believed the pocket
bulge was a weapon because of its size. As a
result, he did not have reasonable grounds to
believe his safety or that of others was at risk
and the resulting search and seizure was un-
lawful and unreasonable.

The Charter breaches were “wilful and fla-
grant. The police significantly overstepped the
bounds of proper police conduct” and acted in
bad faith. Furthermore, the officer’s testimony
was “unworthy of belief.” Although the reli-
able evidence seized in this case was essential
to the Crown’s case for a serious criminal
charge, admitting it would “exact too heavy a
toll on the long term integrity of the adminis-
tration of justice.”

Berger would have excluded the impugned
evidence, overturned the convictions and en-
tered acquittals on all charges.

Evidence admitted despite unlawful detention
by Mike Novakowski
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Embattled RCMP Commissioner Giuliano
Zaccardelli resigned in Decem-
ber amid criticism over conflict-
ing statements about the Maher
Arar case. A day earlier he ad-
mitted his facts about when he
first knew the RCMP had passed
erroneous information to U.S. au-
thorities were wrong when he tes-
tified at a House of Commons

committee in September.
Scott Armstrong, Chief of the West Vancouver Po-

lice Department,  had his contract
terminated, after only 10 months
on the job. The city emphasized
that the termination had nothing
to do with the on police premise
drinking scandal that erupted a
month earlier.

Saskatchewan Association of Chiefs of Police Presi-
dent, Terry Coleman, has been
callling for a law to compel hos-
pitals to report gunshot and stab
wounds to police. The legislation
would clarify the responsibilities
of health-care providers when re-
porting injuries.

Federal Public Safety Minister Stockwell Day says
the federal government is spend-
ing $10 million on helping Que-
bec kids stay away from street
gangs.The money will go to com-
munity groups across the prov-
ince to expand existing crime pre-
vention programs or begin new
ones.

Ontario’s Attorney General Michael Bryant has an-
nounced retired justices of the
peace can now serve as needed
for criminal and Provincial Of-
fences Act proceedings which will
increase scheduling flexibility for
the court. A total of 21 additional
justices of the peace are officially
authorized for assignment across
the province.

Justice Minister Vic Toews says it will cost $246
million to house the extra crimi-
nals he expects to put away with
his package of tougher gun laws.
Another $40 million a year will be
needed to keep them locked up.
His proposed mandatory mini-
mum sentences for serious gun
crimes are expected to nab an
extra 270 offenders a year by the
fifth year.

OPP Cst. David Mounsey died in hospital Nov 13
of injuries suffered in an on-duty
collision on Oct 14. He began his
career with the Royal Air Force
in Britain before he joined the
OPP’s Haldimand-Norfolk de-
tachment. He was with the Huron
County detachment when he
died.

Axel Hovbrender has been appointed Director, Po-
lice Academy at the Justice Institute of BC (JIBC),
effective November 20th, 2006. He was previously
the Vancouver Police Department Inspector respon-
sible for managing public safety in the southwest
area of the city.
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A police officer was justified in bending
over to sniff a bag at a bus depot and use the
fabric softener odour he detected to support
grounds for a drug arrest, Alberta’s highest
court has ruled.

In R. v. Rajaratnam, 2006 ABCA 333, two
plain clothes ‘Jetway Unit’ officers, who tar-
get criminal activity by watching for suspicious
behaviour, were watching passengers disem-
bark from a bus at a Calgary Greyhound de-
pot. As Rajaratnam exited, he and an officer
“locked eyes.” Rajaratnam walked over to a
bag, unlocked and looked through it, then
relocked it and left it beside the bus with other
luggage. He continued into the terminal and
the officer went over to the bag and noted it
was tagged for Montreal.

He located Rajaratnam seated on the curb
outside the terminal, showed him his badge
and said “I’m a police officer out here at the
bus depot. You’re not in any sort of trouble
and you’re free to go at any time. We just
talk to people as they are traveling.” The of-
ficer then asked to see his ticket and identi-
fication, enquiring about his travel plans and
whether he was carrying drugs or large quan-
tities of money. As a result of this interac-
tion, police noted the following about
Rajaratnam:
• he purchased his ticket in a false name with

cash at the last minute;
• he could not credibly explain the timing and

duration of his trip, alleging he was going to
Montreal to visit his brother even though his
ticket was valid for seven days and six of
those days involved travel;

• he became nervous when police noted his
identification and the name on his ticket did
not match.

Another officer located Rajaratnam’s bag,
which was tagged with a false name and had
been loaded onto a trolley, bent over and sniffed
at the seam and zipper, noting a strong odour
of Bounce. In the officer’s training and experi-
ence, fabric softener sheets, like coffee and
bleach, are used as camouflage agents to mask
the odour of drugs. Police arrested Rajaratnam
for possession and trafficking in drugs, found
a key in his carry-on bag, unlocked the bag and
discovered two bricks of cocaine and four
sheets of Bounce.

Rajaratnam was convicted of possessing
cocaine for the purpose of trafficking by the
Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. The trial
judge concluded he had not been detained or
subject to a search prior to his arrest and po-
lice had reasonable grounds to arrest him. The
search of his bag was incidental to arrest and
the accused’s Charter rights had not been
breached.

Rajaratnam appealed to Alberta’s highest
court, arguing he was detained when police
began talking with him, officers did not have
reasonable grounds to arrest him and that sniff-
ing his baggage was a search protected under
s.8 of the Charter.

The detention
The Alberta Court of Appeal ruled the

trial judge did not err. Rajaratnam clearly
wasn’t physically detained within the mean-
ing of the Charter, nor was he psychologi-
cally detained in the sense that he did not
have a reasonable perception that his free-
dom of choice was suspended.

(N)ot every conversation with the police is
a detention. There must be something more: a
deprivation of liberty. The law hasn’t yet
reached a point that a compulsion to comply
will be inferred whenever a police officer re-
quests information, for that would mean po-
lice could never ask questions (para. 13).

Deciding whether someone is detained is
a highly fact-dependent analysis which in-
volves examining all circumstances, including:
• language the police used;
• stage of investigation;
• whether police had reasonable grounds to

believe an offence was being committed at
the time of the conversation;

• nature of the questioning;
• a person’s subjective belief as to whether they

felt detained;
• a person’s personal experiences that might

affect their perception of the questioning.
In this case, although police suspected

Rajaratnam, they did not have grounds to be-
lieve he was committing an offence and told
him he wasn’t in any trouble and free to go at
any time. The conversation was polite, friendly
and voluntary.

The sniff
Section 8 of the Charter protects a person

against police investigative techniques only if
they intrude upon their reasonable expectation
of privacy. Although Rajaratnam had a reason-
able expectation of privacy in the bag itself, he
did not in the air space around it, the court wrote.

Arguably, there may be some nexus between
the sniff and the contents, because a sniff may
provide information about what is inside a bag.
In the same way, visual observation of a soft bag
that conforms to the shape of an interior object,
such as a sharp pointed item, may provide infor-
mation about the contents of a bag – but neither

a visual nor an olfactory human observation can
be equated categorically to a search of the con-
tents in these circumstances (para. 37).

The location of the search was also an im-
portant factor.

The bag was in an area where the traveling
public (but not general public) and Greyhound
employees were permitted, although
(Rajaratnam) wasn’t aware that the general
public would not have access. It wasn’t in a
locker, or being carried on (Rajaratnam’s) per-
son. It was checked baggage, first handled by
Greyhound employees, then stored with other
bags in the underbelly of a bus, then removed
by other Greyhound employees and left out in
the open, in the midst of luggage that would be
handled by other passengers. The trial judge
made a critical finding that odour emanating
from the bag could have been detected by third
parties, such as baggage handlers and fellow
passengers and wasn’t subject to an obligation
of confidentiality…

(Rajaratnam) attacks this finding, claim-
ing that the sniff is a search of the contents of
the bag, the privacy interest attaches to the con-
tents and police cannot search the contents of
luggage unless they have a warrant based on
reasonable grounds.

This argument ignores the fact that the
odour of the Bounce sheets escaped into the
public air space, something a reasonable per-
son would realize. In fact, the very reason the
Bounce sheets were placed in the bag was to
allow the pungent odour to escape and mask
the smell of drugs. While the officers confirmed
the presence of Bounce sheets by sniffing quite
close to the bag, a reasonable person in these
circumstances would foresee that others, in-
cluding baggage handlers and fellow passen-
gers, would come close enough to the bag to
detect the odour (paras. 42-44).

The search wasn’t intrusive, didn’t expose
any intimate details of Rajaratnam’s lifestyle,
offer insight into his private life or affect his
dignity, integrity, or autonomy.

The smell of Bounce did not provide any
biographical information. It may have permit-
ted inferences about (the accused’s) lifestyle,
in the sense that he was a drug courier, but
only when considered in light of the officers’
other observations and their training in detect-
ing camouflage agents.

Of course, a sniff could reveal other per-
sonal information, such as perfume, or salami
or body odour, if the bag contained sneakers
or dirty clothes. Undoubtedly, some odours
reveal intimate details or information of a bio-
graphical nature. However… this fact alone
does not make a search unreasonable: it is but
one factor to be weighed and balanced with
the other relevant factors.

Here, a reasonable person would know that
strong odours commonly escape from bags and
that passengers and baggage handlers will be in
close enough proximity to the bags to detect these
odours. Thus, even if a sniff can expose personal
information, there could be no objectively rea-
sonable expectation of privacy in these circum-
stances (references omitted, paras. 50-51).

Sniffing bag not a search
by Mike Novakowski
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HAMILTON - The Supreme Court of Canada has
reserved its decision in a case that could open
police agencies across the country to a flood of
civil lawsuits for failing to do proper investigations.

The Supreme Court heard appeal arguments
in the case of Jason George Hill, a 36- year-old
Hamilton man who spent nearly two years in jail
for crimes he didn’t commit.

The arguments centred on whether police
can be sued for negligent investigations, a legal
right so far only recognized by lower courts.

If Canada’s top court confirms negligent
investigation as a legitimate cause to sue, then
the question becomes the standard police will
have to meet, legal experts say.

“The devil is always in the details,” said
Christopher Sherrin, a prominent advocate for the
wrongly accused, who teaches law at the
University of Western Ontario.

“It’s great to be able to sue for negligent
investigation, but what do you have to do to
prove it?”

Hill was only 25 when he was charged in
1995 with robbing 10 east-end banks.

Police were looking for a slim, clean-shaven
crook with a Hispanic accent, who would hand
tellers a plastic grocery bag and demand cash.

Hill, an aboriginal, had a husky build, no
accent and a long, scruffy goatee. He also had

two missing front teeth - something no
witnesses mentioned.

A Hamilton police officer decided he
recognized Hill on a fuzzy surveillance video, and
investigators plastered Hill’s face across the city
and in the media. In turn, robbery witnesses were
shown photo lineups in which Hill was the only
native among 11 photos of white men.

All the tellers, who already knew Hill was a
suspect, picked him out.

Court documents show police received tips
the banks were being robbed by a man called
Frank, “who was laughing that Hill was getting
the rap from his robberies.”

Hill was charged and thrown in jail, but the
robberies continued.

The actual “Plastic Bag Bandit,” as he
became known, was Francisco (Frank)
Sotomayer, a slim-built Hispanic man, who later
pleaded guilty to some of the bank robberies.

Hill tried to sue police for $3-million, claiming
negligence, malicious prosecution and breach of
his Charter rights, but lost at trial.

The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed his
appeal, but did solidify the legal concept of
investigative negligence by police.

The Supreme Court is expected to release
its decision in four to six months.
(Hamilton Spectator)

Negligent investigation may be on the books

Since there was no privacy interest en-
gaged, s.8 wasn’t triggered.

The arrest
Police may arrest a person if they have rea-

sonable grounds to believe they are commit-
ting an indictable offence. This requires a sub-
jective belief based on objective grounds,
which are to be viewed as a whole, not in iso-
lation. In assessing whether grounds exist, a
police officer’s training and experience is rel-
evant in determining objective reasonableness.
Objects which may appear innocent to the gen-
eral public may have a different meaning to an
experienced drug officer.

Here, the officer testified that Bounce, al-
though not a prohibited substance and com-
monly used by the general population, is also a
common drug-camouflage agent. This fact alone
did not provided reasonable grounds for the ar-
rest, but was combined with other factors.

“An odour of fabric softener or other known
camouflage agent will not always provide rea-
sonable grounds for arrest, or even articulable
cause to detain,” the court noted. “Similarly, the
presence of a common household item will not
always be dismissed as a neutral factor and ig-
nored in the reasonable grounds calculus. Con-
text and circumstances are key.”

Rajaratnam’s appeal was dismissed and his
conviction upheld.

Visit www.blueline.ca/resources/caselaw for the complete
cases. E-mail caselaw@blueline.ca to reach Mike
Novakowski.
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The youth were armed and preparing to
take each other on. Someone called the police
and officers intervened to defuse the situation
before someone was hurt or killed – and then
we voted on who we empathized with.

The confrontation took place at a conven-
tion rather than a back alley and the combat-
ants were drama troupe members, but the re-
sult of the vote was still sobering; only two
people said they felt empathy for police.

It was another illustration of why it’s so
imperative for police to take care of them-
selves. As a chaplain, I look at the faces of
officers at the scene of terrible events and
wonder if they are going to get the help they
need to deal with it. Few stop to consider
how deeply a bad incident can affect the first
responders we turn to for help.

We are holistic beings – a miraculous com-
bination of physical, emotional, psychological
and spiritual. A trauma to any one of these ar-
eas affects the others; we have to take care of
all the aspects of who we are to lead a bal-
anced life.

When a person witnesses a brutal or hor-
rific event, they file away the memory but the
emotion it stirs up needs to find an outlet. Keep-
ing things inside and trying to stifle the effect
of direct or vicarious trauma causes people to

look for less healthy outlets, such as reckless
behaviour, alcohol, drugs or even family vio-
lence to release pent up emotions. If things are
continually locked away, they will eventually
manifest themselves in physical problems or
post-traumatic stress.

Dealing with trauma is more complicated
than simply telling yourself to suck it up or
that if you can’t handle it, you shouldn’t have
got into the business in the first place. Why do
police, who do what they do because they care
about people, care so little for themselves?

Taking care of yourself means talking –

admitting to others who were at a serious inci-
dent that it was bad, for example. Debrief in
some way as soon as possible. Talking with
your spouse can help. They want to feel they’re

helping and can tell, perhaps better than any-
one else, when an incident has gotten under
your skin.

Take care of your body. It is particu-
larly important to get rest, eat well and avoid

caffeine and alcohol after a critical incident.
In general, daily exercise is an excellent way
to lower stress levels.

Colleagues are another place to turn to
for support. There are more and more peer
support groups being established for police,
offering assistance and understanding to
those feeling the effects of the job.

Critical incident stress management
teams are often called in after exceptionally bad
events and can be very helpful in decreasing
the impact on the personnel involved. Em-
ployee assistance programs are also available
to police officers coping with increased job
stress – but what of the spiritual side?

Whether you call it the spirit or soul, there
is a deeper part to all of us that we cannot deny.
It makes us who we are as living, breathing,
feeling individuals. No matter what you be-
lieve, this deeper part exists and it is injured
by witnessing the pain and suffering of others.
There are many reasons people embark on a
career in law enforcement – helping others is
one of the most common – and that desire
comes from the spirit. When a person is trau-
matized, the spirit must later be cared for.

I recently had the privilege of touring all
the stations of a local fire department and talk-
ing to the staff about the role of a chaplain. I
explained that they can play a vital role in a per-
son’s ability to deal with job and family stress.
The chaplain is not there to lead people to faith
or change their beliefs but to help when the spirit
is hurting. Whatever a person’s faith, a chaplain
is there to listen and walk alongside them.

Talking with a chaplain can be a very help-
ful way of working through difficulties. They
offer another avenue of help, especially with
highly personal issues that are difficult to share
with friends or even a spouse. Unfortunately,
that is when most officers tend to stuff their
pain deep inside and suffer alone. It might work
for a while, but the pain will likely find a harm-
ful or even self-destructive outlet.

Chaplains are there to talk about faith is-
sues that arise for police in the course of their
job. They will help find other spiritual resources
if needed, or simply offer a listening ear.

Those lucky enough to have a full-time
chaplain on staff should know that they are
another source of help. The spirit often takes
the heaviest load when life gets difficult. Re-
member to nurture it.

Take care of yourself
by Liz Brasier-Ackerman

February 20 - March 1, 2007
Threat Assessment and Risk Management Course
Vancouver, BC
Participants will learn how to use threat assessment
and management tools to deal with specific forms of
violence including sexual violence, stalking, domestic
violence, school and workplace violence and group
violence.  Information at www.vpd.ca or contact
Catherine Meiklejohn at 604-717-2653 or Keith
Dormond 604-717-2657.

April 24 & 25, 2007
Blue Line Trade Show
Markham, ON
The 11th annual trade show for law enforcement
personnel from across Canada. View and purchase a
wide spectrum of products and services in the law
enforcement industry. Admission is free by pre-
registration. Four training courses are also offered and
require separate pre-registration and fee. See course
titles below. Registration and information is at
www.blueline.ca .

April 24, 2007
Street Drug Awareness
Markham, ON
This course by instructor Steve Walton is unique in its
scope and provides important and relevant information
concerning the world of street drugs to field level law
enforcement officers. This course is offered during the
Blue Line Trade Show. See course information page XX.
Register at www.blueline.ca or phone 905-640-3048.

April 24, 2007
Detecting Deception by Verbal Analysis
Markham, ON
This course by instructor Gordon MacKinnon will teach
you how to detect a liar every time by analyzing their
verbal responses. This all new course is invaluable to
anyone who investigates. This course is offered during
the Blue Line Trade Show. See course information
page XX. Register at www.blueline.ca or phone
905-640-3048.

April 25, 2007
Search Warrant Preparation
Markham, ON
This one-day course by instructor Wayne Vanderlann
is an invaluable resource for the police and government
investigator. You will learn the proper way to draft a
warrant the first time and how to cover the various
hurdles that have been placed in your way. This course
is offered during the Blue Line Trade Show. See course
information page XX. Register at www.blueline.ca or
phone 905-640-3048.

April 25, 2007
The Methamphetamine Connection
Markham, ON
This one-day course is a comprehensive and in-depth
examination of a troubling and problematic street drug
from a law enforcement perspective. This course is
offered during the Blue Line Trade Show. See course
information page XX. Register at www.blueline.ca or
phone 905-640-3048. Liz Brasier-Ackerman can be contacted at

Liz@BlueLine.ca.
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 Two police officers are suing Burger
King after being served burgers with a spe-
cial garnish.

The officers from Los Lunas, New Mexico
claim their burgers had been sprinkled with
marijuana. They had eaten half of the sand-
wiches before discovering the substance.

They used a field test kit to confirm the
substance and then went to a hospital for medi-
cal evaluations.

Three employees at the Burger King out-
let, including the 33-year-old manager, have
been charged with possession of marijuana and
aggravated battery on an officer.

***
Prisoners returning to a Missouri jail dam-

aged in a failed breakout attempt will find a
radically new decor.

Would you believe pink, with blue teddy
bear accents?

Dallas County Sheriff Mike Rackley says
he decided on the colour scheme when exten-
sive repairs became necessary after inmates set
a fire and vandalized the interior of the facility
in October.

As Rackley put it, “If they are going to act
like children and commit a childish act, then
we’ll create a childish atmosphere.”

***
It might not take long for Ottawa police to

bag an armed robbery suspect who could have
spent more time on his disguise.

Police say a man armed with a machete
and wearing a plastic bag on his head with eye
holes cut into it walked into an Esso.

The man demanded cash, but didn’t get any
- so he took the bag off his head and fled the
scene in a silver Toyota Tercel.

Police apparently have a good description.

***
A New York City detective has been sus-

pended after testing positive for drugs.
He says his wife served him meatballs

spiked with marijuana because she wanted to
keep him out of harm’s way by forcing him
into retirement.

Chiofalo, a 22-year-veteran assigned to the
Joint Terrorism Task Force, was suspended
without pay last year after a random drug test
found marijuana in his system.

During an investigation, his wife said she
had substituted marijuana for oregano in her
meatball recipe in hopes of forcing him to leave
police work.

***
A botched kidnapping ended with one of

the assailants shooting himself in the groin.
The man had just stuck the gun in his waist-

band when it fired, shooting him in the left tes-
ticle. He cringed, causing the gun to fire again
and strike him in the left calf.

The 23-year-old man managed to walk into

a hospital for treatment. He and his two alleged
accomplices, ages 18 and 20, were arrested on
attempted kidnapping charges. They were ac-
cused of trying to kidnap a teenager in a dis-
pute over stereo speakers.

***
Police officer L.J. Scott didn’t have to go

very far to make a robbery arrest.
He was standing in line at a gas station

when a masked gunman walked in and de-
manded money.

The bandit apparently didn’t notice the
uniformed officer standing there.

Scott happens to be a member of the
Shreveport Police Department’s armed robbery
task force. He told the would-be robber to put
his hands up.

***
Pit bull dogs tend to get a lot of negative

publicity, but a dog in Kamloops is being called
a hero after it thwarted an attack on a woman
by her ex-boyfriend.

RCMP say the man kicked in the woman’s
door and grabbed her by the hair. That’s when
the pit bull, owned by a friend of the woman,
came to her rescue.

Bethell says the pit bull bit and tore the
man’s lower lip down to the bottom of his chin.

The 38-year-old was arrested after he drove

himself to hospital to get patched up.

***
London shoppers are hearing the sound of

jingling bells - thanks to police.
As part of “Operation Yuletide” London

bobbies are giving silver bells to shoppers to
tie on their bags to deter pickpockets..

Police Superintendent Jon Morgan says the
bells will warn people if someone tries to reach
into their shopping bags.

He also says the sound of the jingling bells
will give criminals a wake-up call.

***
A B.C. man who got lost in northern Wash-

ington state was first rescued and then arrested
on a drug charge.

Matthew Fairleigh of Langley went on a
hike without camping equipment or food. He
had a GPS device but it failed and he became
disoriented in a whiteout.

Fairleigh was rescued by a U.S. Coast
Guard helicopter after his message of “HELP’’
was seen in the snow near Church Mountain,
northeast of Glacier.

Marijuana was found in a backpack and
Fairleigh was jailed in Bellingham after being
released from a hospital.

He is charged with possessing a controlled
substance with intent to deliver.
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The Atlantic Women in Law
Enforcement honoured the most
outstanding women in policing at
its annual awards banquet, held
in November in St. John’s,

Newfoundland,
The award winners are:

Officer of the Year
RCMP S/Sgt Gail Courtney, St. John’s -
Courtney was a member of the first female
RCMP troop and the first female sergeant and
staff sergeant in Newfoundland and Labrador.
She is retiring this month after an extremely
successful and ground-breaking policing
career. The award recognizes excellence in
leadership, community service, mentoring and
performance.

Leadership
RCMP Cpl Sharan Sidhu, Halifax - Sidhu
helped form the first dedicated sexual assault
investigation unit for the RCMP in the Atlantic
Region. The award recognizes superior
accomplishments for continuing long-term use
of leadership skills and contributes significantly
to her agency and its law enforcement mission.

Excellence in Performance
RCMP Cpl Kim Hendricken, Charlottetown -
Hendricken is a member of the provincial crisis
negotiation team and a member of the RCMP
International Response Group. In 2005, she
helped negotiate the safe release of four

Atlantic Women in Law Enforcement awards
by Danette Dooley kidnapped Christian peacekeepers kidnapped

in Iraq. The award recognizes acts of bravery
above and beyond the call of duty, including
exemplary performance during extremely
dangerous situations.

Community Service
RNC Sgt Paula Walsh, St. John’s - Walsh has
volunteered with organizations such as the
Canadian Red Cross, YMCA-YWCA, Child
Find NL, Big Brothers/ Big Sisters and Mary
Queen of the World School Council. The award
recognizes superior accomplishments,
including developing, designing, implementing
and participating in community,
neighbourhood, school and business
programs.

Medal of Valour
Fredericton Police Cst. Lisa Comuzzi -
Comuzzi won for displaying a valiant effort in
the face of considerable danger in attempting
to save the life of a man whose car had left the
road and entered the Saint John River.

Team Endeavour Award
RCMP Cpl Patricia Fox and constables Glen
Tuner and John Letourneau, Moncton - Fox
and her team, members of the Codiac Regional
RCMP Problem Oriented Policing Section, dealt
with street soliciting that was causing citizens
to stay inside their homes and fear for their
safety. The award recognizes teams who work
on a complex, comprehensive, ground-breaking
or long-term project.

Knowing a man she helped convict of sexu-
ally assaulting his own child will never see free-
dom again is like winning the lottery, Toronto
police detective Det. Janet Sobotka said.

“Have you ever seen the commercial for
the 6-49 Happy Dance? Well, that would be
it,” she explained in attempting to summarize
her intense feelings of relief.

Sobotka presented Laura’s Story at the 2006
Atlantic Women in Law Enforcement (AWLE),
which attracted more than 200 female police
officers to St. John’s and was hosted by the prov-
ince’s two police forces – the Royal Newfound-
land Constabulary (RNC) and the RCMP. It was
the largest gathering of female officers in the
history of policing in Atlantic Canada.

Sobotka’s presentation fit in nicely with
the conference theme, “It takes a village to
raise a child.”

The investigation unfolded on December
1, 2003 when members of the Toronto Police
Service (TPS) began viewing more than 450
of what Sobotka called “disgusting and heart-
breaking” images of a six-year-old girl being
sexually assaulted.

The images came from an investigator with
the National Crime Squad in the United King-
dom, the service said, and were believed to
have been taken over several years, beginning
when the child was three.

Eight TPS investigators worked to rescue
the child – but before they could do that, they

Working together to combat evil
by Danette Dooley

needed to find her. One of the first images stud-
ied revealed some details about her abuser,
Sobotka said.

“He had blurred his face but there were
certain things you could tell about him as far
as his features. He was male, white, he had
brown hair, he had a moustache, he had a re-
ceding hairline and a scar on his neck.”

Several graphics programs were used to
enlarge and enhance the photos.

“In a lot of the pictures the young girl had
an orange bracelet on that had writing on it.
We concentrated on that and it turned out to be

FunWorks – an amusement park” located in
the United States.

Another image showed the child wearing
a Girl Guide uniform. However, the person
committing the assault had purposely blurred
the troop number.

The Toronto investigators then contacted
the Girl Scouts of America. It was discovered
that the particular troop was from the Raleigh,
North Carolina area, which coincided with the
location of the park. Investigators assigned to
the case continued to pour over images.

“One of the officers in my unit was look-
ing at one of the dresses that the girl wore,”
Sobotka explained. “He thought it might be a
school uniform. So, he went on the web look-
ing for school uniforms and found a dress that
matched. He contacted the company that made
the dress and they said, ‘Yes, that it was a school
uniform,’ and that they’d distributed it to two
schools in Raleigh, North Carolina.”

In some of the images, the victim was also
wearing a tee-shirt with initials on it. The shirt
turned up on one of the school’s web sites –
leading police directly to a specific school.

When the school’s principal confirmed that
the child wearing the tee-shirt was a student at
the school, the Toronto officers immediately
contacted the FBI. Agents staked out the vic-
tim’s home and found the child playing outside.

“They went to her home because she’d
been off sick from school,” Sobotka said. The
child’s father, having called in sick, was found
inside the home. The FBI formulated their
grounds for a search warrant and the child was
rescued that same day.

Her father, Brian Schellenberg, was ar-
rested and pled guilty to four counts of sexual
exploitation of children, one count of posses-
sion of child pornography and one count of
using interstate commerce facilities in the com-
mission of murder for hire.  He was sentenced
to 100 years in prison.

While the father had assaulted the child for
years, police learned that, at the time of his ar-
rest, he was also setting her up to be assaulted
by another man. She is now safe with her
mother, who had no idea what was going on in
the home. Nor did she know that her own life
was in danger; her husband was plotting to have
her killed.

The entire investigation took place in two
days and led to the rescue of four other chil-
dren – a woman in Texas was arrested for pros-
tituting her three young children to pedophiles
and a man in the United Kingdom was arrested
for abusing his neighbour’s son, Sobotka said.

Sobotka and other members of the TPS sex
crimes unit work with investigators through-
out the world. From a police perspective,
Sobotka noted, Laura’s Story stresses how im-
portant it is for all police officers to look and
think outside the box and act as quickly as pos-
sible once they believe a child is being harmed
in any way.

It’s also a great example of how there’s al-
ways hope, despite jurisdictional and political
boundaries, she added. “We look at this way:
to save one child is to save the world.”

Photo: Georgina Short
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Until they can discover the small child’s real
identity, London police officers affectionately
refer to him as Adam. They discovered his torso
remains in the Thames River on Sept. 21, 2001.

“We said that we will be his family until
his real family is found,” Andre Baker told the
Atlantic Women in Law Enforcement Confer-
ence in St. John’s, Newfoundland.

Baker, commander/deputy director in the
intelligence directorate of the Serious and Or-
ganized Crime Agency (SOCA), the United
Kingdom’s national police agency, and New
Scotland Yard detective chief inspector William
O’Reilly presented Adam’s story and high-
lighted ritual killings.

O’Reilly heads a team of over 30 detec-
tives who deal specifically with murder and
linked rapes in London.

While investigators continue to work to
identify Adam, Williams and his team have
learned a great deal about the circumstances
surrounding his murder.

“They found out that the boy would have
been fed a concoction, which included a stu-
pefying drug. He was held upside down and
he was murdered in such a brutal way, where
every drop of blood was drained from his
body,” Baker explained.

With only the torso to work on, investiga-
tors followed the ‘you are what you eat’ belief.

“From the samples taken from Adam we
learned that he spent a short period of time in
London, a short period of time in north of Eu-
rope – not in the UK – but he spent most of his
life and he was born in the South West part of
Nigeria,” Baker says.

As lead investigator into Adam’s murder,
O’Reilly traveled to Holland, Germany, Ireland
and South Africa, where he and Baker met
Nelson Mandela, who made a global appeal
for assistance in the case.

In Nigeria, O’Reilly and his team learned
much about human sacrifice, ritual killing and
the murder his team is determined to solve. In-
vestigators are convinced Adam was killed in
a ritual murder.

The subject of ritual murder is relatively
new to police officers in the Western world,
though O’Reilly noted it is “ever growing.”
Ritual murders have occurred in Europe as well
as in Nigeria, Africa and other countries, most
commonly as part of voodoo, although he noted
they are not specific to any race or religion;
“It’s all about belief.”

As an example of a voodoo murder, he
cited one case he learned about where a three-
year-old boy in India was enticed from his fam-
ily with sweets; “Because of the warped belief
of this individual, they cut out his lips, cut out
his tongue and then killed him.”

Ritual murders are among the most bar-
baric crimes ever committed, Baker said, and
because of easy world-wide travel and hu-
man trafficking, educating officers about
them is important.

“We believe we come with a message of
dealing with all types of crime, no matter the
background of the individual crime,” Baker
said; “Because no one can speak for the vic-

tims, we are speaking for them.”
The investigation into Adam’s murder is

now reaching a crucial stage, Baker noted.
“We’re probably more hopeful than ever that
we’re going to reach a satisfactory conclusion
and find his true identity and bring it to justice
through the courts.”

The presentation included sharing ground-
breaking forensic techniques used to investi-

gate Adam’s killing, techniques that can be used
anywhere in the world to solve difficult cases.

“We want to prevent these instances from
occurring before they ever come near the
mortuary rooms that we have to oversee,”
Baker concluded.

Ritual killings a growing problem
by Danette Dooley

L-R: Conference co-chair RNC Constable Sue Bill; Detective Chief Inspector William (Will)
O’Reilly, New Scotland Yard; Serious and Organized Crime Agency Commander/Deputy Director
Andre Baker and conference co-chair RCMP Constable Colleen Fox.

Photo: Georgina Short

You can reach Danette Dooley at dooley@blueline.ca
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I’ve been thinking about committing a
crime or two. It seems like right about now is a
good time.

I was reading all those statistics newspa-
pers print when editors are bored or otherwise
in an anti-police kind of mood. It turns out my
hometown is at the bottom of the heap on the
‘pop-to-cop’ ratio. Police hardly ever solve
crimes – or at least that’s what the data seems
to indicate.

Apparently most of you are pretty rotten
and unethical and go around violating all kinds
of rule and laws – and if that wasn’t bad
enough, I noticed that recruitment is getting to
be a big problem and standards are going down
the tubes, so the next batch of rookies will prob-
ably be incompetent. Clearly, this is the ideal
time to commit a crime.

One of the things psychologists and police
officers have in common is that we both spend
time trying to figure out why people commit
crimes – and how to prevent them from doing
so. I call it ‘therapy’ and you call it ‘commu-
nity policing,’ but it pretty much comes down
to the same thing. Although we’ve both made
some progress, we have yet to figure out a fool
proof solution.

I was recently re-reading the famous Kan-
sas City study where they greatly increased
the number of officers on patrol and discov-
ered,  to their surprise, that it didn’t make
much difference. Actually, I was reading
someone else’s comments about the study and

these authors made the point that one of the
study’s important observations was that ap-
parently no one either knew, or noticed, the
change in patrol frequency. Thus, while the
‘real’ level of policing changed, the public’s
perception did not.

This was partly because the vast majority
of people, in the vast majority of circumstances,
tend to behave properly simply because of the
pressure to do so by society as a whole. People
also tend to do a good job of self regulating,
and would behave most of the time even if there
were no police. Most of the time is not good
enough though, so we have police – or at least
‘the idea of police.’

Put another way, it can be argued that what
deters people is not the real level of policing,
clearance rates or anything like that but rather
their perception of what’s going on. It is not
the police per se but rather the whole ‘idea’
that there are police out there that deters them.
For example, consider the impact of simply
saying to someone, ‘Stop that or I will call the
police.’ That usually works – even though, in
the vast majority of cases, no one actually calls
the police – and even if they do, it’s unlikely
anyone would be arrested and locked up.

We all know that you folks do not spend
the majority of your time actually arresting and
locking people up. If the public were to stop
and think, ‘Gee, there are really only a few cops
out there and they hardly ever arrest people.
Even when they do, there’s a good chance they
won’t be convicted,’ there would be a lot more
evil things being done. For most people (I said

It’s all about believability
Police don’t make a difference unless people believe they do

by Dorothy Cotton MOST, not all), the ‘idea of police’ is enough
to keep us in line.

This ‘police idea’ is kind of like what Freud
called the superego (I am not much of a Freud-
ian but the superego is basically that part of us
said to act as the conscience, maintaining our
sense of morality and prohibiting us from sim-
ply giving in to our wants and desires). It is
also a little like the idea of going to hell after
you die if you don’t toe the line. The ‘idea of
police’– knowing that they COULD come and
they MIGHT arrest us, use force or any number
of other things that we’d be happy to avoid –
does seem to be an important factor in deter-
mining how people behave.

So one solution to the problem of crime
and disorder in our communities might be to
exaggerate the number of police, their effec-
tiveness and clearance rates, etc. If everyone
THOUGHT they would be nabbed each and
every time they violated a law, maybe they’d
violate fewer laws. I guess this is why a police
service might have a motto of ‘No call too
small’ rather than ‘Most calls are worth our time
but let’s get real, we cannot come running out
there every time someone saunters across your
lawn.’ (Besides, the latter would require get-
ting much bigger police cars just so the motto
would fit on the side.)

The hitch with all this is that while those
of us who have never committed a serious in-
fraction might possibly buy it, people who ac-
tually do violate the law would learn pretty fast
that it is bunk. Pretty much everyone knows
that not all speeders are ticketed, so claiming
that you nab all speeders would be more likely
to cause eye-rolling than less speeding.

The ‘idea of police’ is dependent on police
credibility, something which is developed over
time through numerous encounters. Credibil-
ity belongs to the organization rather than the
individual police officer, yet it influences the
outcome of individual police encounters. If the
police organization is not seen as credible, peo-
ple tend not to call the police – and they tend
not to pay attention to direction from officers.

It’s an interesting concept. Hard to believe
that something as amorphous as an ‘idea’ can have
as much impact as things like minimum sentences
and staffing ratios. It’s complex stuff. Apparently
all the police in the world won’t make a differ-
ence if no one believes they make a difference –
and very few officers can make a big difference
if you can persuade people this is so.

Credibility is a big economic factor for
policing. If you have it and your community
believes in your effectiveness, you can accom-
plish more with fewer staff.

It’s all in how you look at it.

A Tim Hortons restaurant in Saskatoon has
installed black lights in its washrooms to dis-
courage intravenous drug use.

Black light makes white objects such as
the toilet and toilet paper stand out but makes
darker colours - such as the blue of a vein -
harder to see. Tim Hortons spokeswoman
Rachel Douglas says the lights were installed
as “a health and safety issue.”

She notes black lights are not uncommon
in the restaurant industry but there’s no
chainwide policy on installing them.

***
Cybertip.ca has launched Project

Cleanfeed Canada, which stops Internet users
from unintentionally or intentionally viewing
child pornography online.

Bell, Rogers, Shaw, SaskTel, Telus,
Videotron and MTS Allstream are among the
ISPs that will block access to a list of 500 to
800 websites.

As Cybertip.ca and authorities become
aware of more sites, they will be added to the
list and automatically blocked by ISPs.

Information will not be logged about us-
ers who try to access the offending sites.

***
Canada’s auditor general, Sheila Fraser,

reports that only about half the employees of
the RCMP, Correctional Service and Canada
Border Services Agency, believe their bosses
would act on reports of misconduct.

All three organizations had programs con-
cerning values and ethics, as well as internal
disclosure and audit.But, only about 20 per cent
of employees had received training in values
and ethics.

A survey of 400 rank-and-file employees
in the three agencies showed that no more than
half were familiar with agency ethics programs.
While as many as 80 per cent of employees
said they would report wrongdoing, they had
serious doubts about their co-workers’ willing-
ness to do so.

The extent to which management was seen
to take misconduct reports seriously and probe
them ranged from 60 per cent at the RCMP to
a low of 45 per cent at the border agency.

*Much of the content of this article is based on ‘Stop or I’ll
call the police!’, by Domício Proença Júnior and
Jacqueline Muniz, which was published recently in the
British Journal of Criminology (2006) 46, 234–257.
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Karl Hummel’s enthusiasm is
infectious; hearing him speak

on a subject, even some-
thing as mundane as rak-
ing leaves, is sure to
send you home excited
about doing the task
yourself.

F o r t u n a t e l y
Hummel is much more enthused about the
twisting, ladder-like DNA molecule – often
described as a double helix – than tidying up
his backyard. Listening to him speak about
the subject is sure to give police new ideas
about how they can use DNA in their own
investigations.

The clarity with which the biology section
manager of the RCMP’s Regina forensic lab
explains the subject makes it appear simple,
which belies his vast level of training and
knowledge on the subject. His curriculum vi-
tae has numerous entries for published papers,
lectures and expert court testimony. In presen-
tations, Hummel doesn’t throw a lot of scien-
tific terms around to impress his audience but
instead concentrates on teaching them useful
information. His dedication to helping police
is immediately apparent.

Hummel was born in Holland and came to
Canada when he was four years old. He devel-
oped an interest in biology and chemistry in
high school and enrolled in bio-chemistry at
the University of Alberta, a course he says
seemed custom made for him. It was a new
field of study then so instead of “following in
someone’s footsteps,” Hummel became a pio-
neer, graduating with a B.Sc. with Honours in
Biochemistry in 1973.

The RCMP Forensic Lab Services (FLS)
hired him to work in its Toxicology and Serol-
ogy sections in his fourth year of school. Not
being born in Canada delayed his security clear-
ance and Hummel began working in organic
chemistry with a private company. The clear-
ance came through just in time, since the com-
pany had offered him a position in Texas.
Hummel and his brain didn’t drain down to the
US and he instead spent the next 33 years work-
ing for the FLS at sites in Edmonton, Halifax,
Regina and Ottawa.

His first posting was in Edmonton work-
ing in serology, examining biological materi-
als and blood groupings. The serology and hair
sections eventually evolved into the DNA sec-
tion, since both areas deal with human mate-
rial that contains DNA. The biology section
began in the early 1990s.

DNA was first used in Canada in a sexual
assault trial in April, 1989, Hummel says. The
evidence was based on RFLP typing (Restric-
tion Fragment Length Polymorphism), an early
process that could take weeks or even months.
The new science prevailed without a bunch of

theatrical cross-examination. Full disclosure
was mandated and the accused pled guilty af-
ter apparently realizing the jig was up.

Hummel’s first DNA case was also a sexual
assault that took place in 1993 in New Bruns-
wick. The trial was by judge only and the ac-
cused was convicted. As an expert witness,
Hummel was more concerned about how the
science could be improved than the trial’s out-
come – he doesn’t even recall the sentence.

Improvement came by way of PCR or
‘polymerase chain reaction,’ a faster and
cheaper typing which needs less DNA mate-
rial than RFLP, since it produces relatively
large numbers of copies of DNA molecules
from very small amounts of material. When I
give tours of the Forensic Identification of-
fice in Saskatoon, I often quote Hummel and
people are amazed when they learn that a pro-
file can be generated from one-half of a bil-
lionth of a gram of DNA. This is one thou-
sand times more sensitive than the older RFLP
process. Coupled with a much quicker turn
around time, the new process was a huge leap
for the science.

The RCMP’s FLS and National DNA
Databank (NDDB) are world leaders in using
DNA in law enforcement, Hummel notes. He’s
an NDDB CODIS (COmbined DNA Index
Sytem) administrator and explains that, since
the databank began in early 2000, more than
5,000 matches have been made between crime
scene samples and convicted offenders.

Many matches involve high profile mur-
ders and sexual assaults from cold cases, but
there are also less dramatic crimes that the
media doesn’t mention. It’s hoped ongoing
police education and the proclamation of Bill
C13 will encourage greater use of the bank and
more matches.

Hummel has lectured throughout Canada for
many years and has helped train hundreds of
police investigators in Saskatchewan alone to
handle, collect, preserve and submit exhibits for
lab examination. This contribution will no doubt
have an effect on people in the justice system
for decades to come, especially when consider-
ing his potential effect on students.

Some worry that the NDDB’s positive im-
pact upon crime could be lessoned by a con-
stitutional argument or court decision but
Hummel is quick to point out that the databank
has an equal power to exclude individuals
from a ‘suspect list.’

It is not hard to think of persons exoner-
ated through DNA profiling and Hummel is
equally dedicated to excluding suspects, since
that can free up an investigator to look else-
where and perhaps apprehend the guilty indi-
vidual.  Defence lawyers knows this, so DNA
profiling becomes a double-edged sword.

It appears unlikely that any lawyer would
argue that the science should be abolished.
Furthermore, the Supreme Court has already
ruled that collecting discarded DNA from

someone not in police custody does not vio-
late a person’s constitutional rights.

Hummel remains focused on the science,
whether it convicts or exonerates a suspect. He
never exhibits an “I nailed him” attitude and
appears to be a truly neutral expert witness,
which makes his testimony that much more
reliable. He doesn’t see himself as the guy who
makes or breaks the case, instead simply do-
ing his job and passing the  information on to
the investigator or courts.

This attitude should not be mistaken for
cold dispassion. Hummel encourages phone
calls from investigators who need advice and
encourages police to submit exhibits from cold
cases where he may be of assistance. Even if a
file is 20 years old or more, exhibits that have
been stored and handled properly may yield
very beneficial results.

Civilians may not understand the need or
wish to simply testify at a trial and walk away
without getting caught up in the outcome. Peo-
ple who give expert testimony need not feel
responsible for the verdict and sentence, as long
as they are honest and perform to the best of
their ability.

Hummel has responded to the violence he
sees through his work and shown his com-
passion for the victims by giving blood close
to 200 times and registering with the bone
marrow registry, both in Canada and interna-
tionally. He used the occasion of our inter-
view to urge law enforcement officers to re-
spond to the great need for blood and bone
marrow donors.

Society celebrates athletes, singers and
actors while ignoring the contributions of doc-
tors, teachers, parents, ministers and those in
the justice system – people like Karl Hummel,
who make very solid contributions but are
largely undervalued and under-appreciated.

Shaking Hummel’s hand and thanking him
for his 33 years of service with the RCMP is the
least one can do to show their appreciation.

A passion for the double helix
Bio-chemistry pioneer begins 34th year with RCMP

by Dave Kozicki

Photo:Sgt. Tim Mitchell — Regina F.I.S.

Cst. Dave Kozicki is a member of the Saskatoon Police
Service’s Forensic Identification Unit and has greatly
appreciated Hummel’s “truly dedicated intention to help.”
He can be reached at dave.kozicki@police.saskatoon.sk .
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Evidence lock

ASSA Abloy Canada’s PROTEC cylinder
is the highest physical security available.
The rotating disc cylinder is pick proof,
bump proof, patented key control with two
billion combinations per keyway and no
springs or pins to wear jam or freeze.

Digital in-car video

Decatur Electronics’ Gemini Plus Digital
In-Car Video offers easy to use, high
quality digital video, recording to an
internal, removable hard drive allowing
transfers to computers. Offers pre-event
recording and integrates with wireless
audio and other options.

Tactical scope

Kindermann Canada introduces Kahles’
Tactical Scope ZF-07 featuring a Mil Dot
Reticle set in a 34mm diametre tube in the
first image plane. The scope offers
excellent edge to edge clarity with next to
no need to refocus, due to its huge depth
of field.

Key cabinet

Deister Electronics’ ProxSafe electronic
key cabinet prevents the removal of keys
from secured areas. Authorized users gain
access by transponder, keypad or both.
Stand-alone and network versions are
expandable and compatible with most Ac-
cess Control Systems.

Visual solutions

L-3 WESCAM produces integrated Air-to-
Ground Visual Information Solutions.
Allows tactical teams to act on information
delivered by multi-spectral airborne turret,
moving map technology, digital microwave
transmission and reception components,
and slaved searchlights.

Multi-object tracking

DynaPel introduces CloseView, a multi-
object tracking camera system for unat-
tended video surveillance systems with
intelligent tracking, zoom and image cap-
ture. CloseView automatically focuses on
motion detected in its field of view.

Mega-Technical carries the Intoxilyzer
8000C, a proven infrared spectrometry
breath alcohol test in a new ruggedized
ABS unit for mobile or stationary use. With
minimal maintenance requirements,this
federally approved device is the future of
breath testing.

Locking systems

RR Brink Locking Systems specializes
in the design and manufacture of high
security locks, and locking devices. Our
reputation has been established on product
innovation, quality workmanship and
installed product back-up.

Infrared breath test

Vehicle tracking

Boomerang Tracking is Canada’s leader
in stolen asset recovery, capable of track-
ing and recovering vehicles across North
America. To date, Boomerang’s tracking
teams have recovered more than 5,400
vehicles and other assets worth over $260
million.
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I’ve been policing for a long
time. I started full of op-

timism and buoyed by
the seemingly limit-
less possibilities of be-
ing able to make a
difference.

I learned that there
are some things I could

always count on, some I could not and many
things that just happened.

A long foot chase after an offender, fol-
lowed by an arrest, is always a heartpounding
experience, no matter how many times you do
it. Witnessing a child’s pain will always affect
you – it sure did me – and you can always count
on the respect and trust of the public you serve
and protect.

I treasure that trust; modern police forces
cannot operate without it. The public’s trust in
its police is an essential resource that prevents
a crucial pillar of our democracy from crum-
bling or deteriorating.

Over the years, whether as a recruit on pa-
trol or a ‘long-in-the-tooth’ plain clothes su-
pervisor, I was reassured knowing that the com-
munity respected and believed in their police.
The first time I was asked to sign someone’s
passport to verify their identity reminded me
that my country believed in the integrity and
honesty of its police officers; simply their sig-
nature was enough. Today, it is reassuring to
know that, despite the often widely quoted crit-
ics, people want to be police officers for the
very same reasons that attracted me to the job.

The Vancouver Police Department
(VPD) recently surveyed its members to
identify the messages and drivers that would

attract the best and brightest recruits. We
asked a firm at the University of British Co-
lumbia (UBC) to conduct an entirely anony-
mous and independent survey.

A significant sample of our members
shared their private thoughts on what made
them want to be a police officer. They were
asked about the best aspects of the job, what
they expected to get out of their career and what
they did get out of it. The answers were bro-
ken down by gender and four different lengths
of service groupings. I was very pleased with
the results.

The majority said they joined to do com-
munity service and help others. It was the
number one response across the board, regard-
less of length of service. Next was a desire to
fight crime, because they wanted a challenge,
job variety and the prospect of a good career.

Almost half the respondents said they ex-
pected to have an interesting, enjoyable and
fulfilling career and be able to make a differ-
ence when asked what they expected from a
policing career.

Interestingly, doing community service and
helping others slipped slightly to second place
when officers were asked what they viewed as

the best aspect of being a police officer; more
than a third said it was the camaraderie and
being a team member.

I understand those sentiments. I have al-
ways taken great pride in being a police of-
ficer and have never been prouder to lead of-
ficers; leading the men and women of the
Vancouver Police Department is a great hon-
our. By the very nature of our cosmopolitan
and diverse city, they face one of the most
challenging policing jobs in the country. In
just one part of the Downtown Eastside, VPD
officers can face more life threatening situa-

tions in a week than some other Canadian of-
ficers encounter in a year.

Perhaps because it is tougher, it is also easy
to understand why the third most popular as-
pect of being an officer is respect, pride and
acknowledgement. I find it easy to agree with
this one as well.

Every morning I listen to the senior offic-
ers tell me what our members encountered dur-
ing the previous 24 hours, and am always im-
pressed with the actions of our officers who
routinely go beyond the call of duty. It’s im-
portant that we all share and celebrate those
successes. Some outstanding cases merit an
Award of Valour or Chief Constable’s Com-
mendation, but all deserve recognition of a job
well done.

Our members should also know that the
public supports them and appreciates their ef-
forts to keep the community safe. Every sur-
vey of the public done on our behalf or inde-
pendently indicates the highest levels of trust
and respect for VPD members. This is impor-
tant to remember in the face of those who
would have you believe differently.

Despite all the challenges and ever present
critics, VPD members told the survey takers
their policing career had met or exceeded their
expectations. As they looked back, weighing
the pros and cons, more than two thirds of their
answers reflected a positive view.

The positives included camaraderie, vari-
ety of work and the ability to make a differ-
ence. Negative comments included excessive
paperwork, an unresponsive criminal justice
system and the ever unpopular shiftwork.

As I look back on my career, also weighing
the pros and cons, I can tell you that being chief
constable is among my proudest moments. It is
difficult to describe the emotions I feel at our
commendation ceremonies, listening to the in-
spirational stories of courage and dedication
shown by the men and women who make such
an incredible difference to their community.

We should all be proud and very pleased
for them. After all, that’s why we signed up.

Helping the community and catching bad guys
It’s what we signed up to do

by Jamie Graham

Jamie Graham is chief constable of the
Vancouver Police Department.
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